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Sommaire 

La popularité croissante du Web permet la diffusion d'une quantité phénoménale 

d'information de toutes sortes et l'accès à une panoplie de services en ligne en raison du 

développement effréné de ses contenus et de leur consultation quotidienne à faible coût. 

Malheureusement, cette explosion du Web cause un problème de surabondance de 

données pas toujours crédibles et souvent inutilisables; les réponses obtenues des engins 

de recherche peuvent être inadéquates ou imprécises et les services en ligne sont exclusifs 

ou incompatibles entre eux. Dans le but de pallier à ces inconvénients, le consortium 

W3C a proposé une solution globale, connue sous le nom de Web sémantique, qui 

améliore les structures de représentation des données de façon à rendre les contenus 

signifiants et à permettre l'inférence de nouvelles connaissances par des programmes. 

Ce mémoire explore les théories sous-jacentes au Web sémantique ainsi que les 

technologies qui lui sont propres. D'une part, les concepts de logique descriptive et de 

structure ontologique sont présentés et des liens sont établis entre eux. D'autre part, une 

hiérarchie de langages incluant, entre autres, les langages XML, RDF, DAML+OIL et 

OWL est introduite ainsi qu'une étude comparative de plusieurs moteurs d'inférence 

basés sur ces langages. Enfin, ce mémoire présente un exemple complet qui permet 

d'illustrer les principaux concepts du Web sémantique et d'évaluer la faisabilité de la 

mise en oeuvre d'une application par rapport à l'état actuel des technologies. 
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Introduction 

Undeniably, the World Wide Web has affected human's life mode profoundly by 

broadcasting information and providing services for both individuals and companies. 

Nevertheless, new problems keep popping out when we are trying to exploit and utilize 

more abilities of the Web. The traditional search engines are becoming unpractical while 

retrieving related information based on keywords match, and the Web applications are 

identifying and adding semantics to Web data by programmers. These problems are 

results from the current HTML encoded Web pages. The computers can only retrieve two 

kinds of data from the Web: the strings and display formats of the encoded strings. 

Therefore, to interpret the meanings of the strings totally depends on human's manual 

work. Such anarchy of Web data has impeded the advance of applications over the Web. 

Recent years, some new searching technologies have been developed for increasing the 

match precision, such as page ranking (google) and background directory (Yahoo ). 

Though these technologies do function well, they are still temporary solutions for some 

situations. The ultimate solution is to extend the current Web to the Semantic Web (SW), 

where all the data published on the Web are organized, in a way similar to a well 

structured global distributed database. Moreover, this solution includes elements of logics 

in order to get rid of routine in Web applications and to make possible the advanced 

applications with some intelligence. 

As the Semantic Web (SW) is a new expression and is still under elementary 

development, various introductions and researches are produced. However, these existing 

works are each focusing on certain subjects of SW, either closely or only partially related 

with the SW. These subjects are separately described without logical relations or 

connecting links between them. Therefore a new SW leamer would have difficulties to 

understand all of them in a unified way. In order to cope with this problem, this thesis 

focuses on a comprehensive introduction of the Semantic Web. The goal is to help 

readers to understand its function and structure, to explore the pure science behind the 

Semantic Web technology, to be aware of the state of the art of development in languages 
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and tools, and to project a future vision on Semantic Web applications via a small 

example. 

In this thesis, a short review of the Semantic Web structure is firstly presented for a 

general introduction. By its nature, the Semantic Web is recognized as a typical 

application of Knowledge Representation (KR). Two important background theories are 

involved, that is, ontology and logics. Ontology consists in defining sets of terms as well 

as their properties in a structured and unambiguous way. Hence, it plays a crucial role in 

the SW for helping organizing concept hierarchy and relationship description of Web 

data. Integrating logics with ontology provides a more powerful and interesting SW 

because only supported by logics, can ontologies be put into computation and inference 

by machines. In this thesis, description logics are chosen and introduced due to their 

advantages in knowledge representation and widely recognition in SW domain. With 

description logics and adaptation to Web markup languages, SW representation 

languages such as DAML+OIL are brought forward for building ontologies on Web. 

Several inference engines, such as JTP, which are used to process these ontology files, 

are introduced and compared. With DAML+OIL and JTP a small search agent example is 

built, both for demonstrating how to use SW languages to construct ontologies and for 

proposing one possible way a Semantic Web application works. 

As most part of this thesis is theories and information, a broad range of materials are 

consulted, referred to, and cited. These materials include published papers, books, thesis, 

and many other online resources. They are read, selected, arranged in a logical order, and 

added in connections and comparisons based on my personal understanding. For example, 

chapters of ontology, logic, SW languages, and applications are arranged from the 

abstract level down to the concrete level; comparison and relation explanation are made 

between ontology and description logic to reveal the necessary combination of them for 

the SW; all the SW languages are arranged and explained in an evolutionary order 

through an analysis of their capabilities and insufficiencies. On the part of constructing 

the SW application example, five search engines are selected, tried, and evaluated 

according to certain criteria. The application is designed considering varieties of 

inferences and extruding the difference from the traditional Web applications. 
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Within this thesis, only those topics which are directly and essentially connected with the 

SW are selected. And within each topic, only fundamental theories, concepts, and typical 

technologies are presented. While helping the readers to have an overall perception on 

SW, this thesis is surely not an all-included SW reference. However, following the 

annotations and references, the user may explore more details on any subject for which 

he has interests, for example specification languages and SW tool collections. And 

inspired from the sample application, the reader may imagine and design their own SW 

applications. Therefore, this thesis is both an introductory reading suitable for new or 

primary SW leamers and a basic groundwork for further research and development. 

Chapter 1 focuses on the general idea of the SW, its overall structure and its relations 

with KR. Then two important theories for constructing the SW, logic and ontology are 

introduced in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, respectively. Chapter 4 is about the language 

constructs of the SW. Four main languages are arranged in the order of their existence 

and functions. Chapter 5 selects several reasoning tools and discusses their characteristics. 

Sorne comparisons are also made. Chapter 6 presents the design, results, and discussions 

of an example application. Finally, a summary of this document and several problems in 

the research area are given in the part of conclusion. 
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Chapter 1 

Semantic Web 

1.1 Status and Deficiency of Current Web 

Since its birth the World Wide Web (WWW) has been growing explosively: starting from 

the very first web page in 19901
, we have already had over 3,307 million web pages 

today2
• If we divide the Web evolution history into stages by its structure and functions, 

the first generation is usually recognized as a static Web with just HTML files, which is 

like a vast, global storehouse where people can post and look for what they want, but 

nothing else. The second generation, the current Web, is more active with support of 

other technologies ( e.g. Java). It greatly increased the interactions with users, providing 

Web services and applications for public use or commercial purpose. Search engines 

corne into being for the ease of information lookup on the Web. To date, the Web and 

Web oriented applications have achieved a great success on broadcasting knowledge and 

reducing human labour. 

But new problems emerged, mainly in two aspects. On one hand, most of the information 

on the Web are still aimed to be processed by human with human's intelligence, such as 

browsing, form filling, and decision making. With search engines, we have to pick 

carefully within thousands of search results manually, and it is sure that some useful 

items somewhere on the Web are missed out; users have to visit several sites for making 

one decision or performing one action. Such problems are mostly due to the way of 

knowledge representation on the Web. Data are marked by how they should display, 

instead of what do they mean, therefore machines cannot understand the meaning of data 

and cannot handle them. On the other hand, to satisfy the new needs, science and industry 

fields try to augment semantics and intelligence into their applications and services on the 

1 http://www.w3.org/History.htm1 
2 http://www.google.com/. January 2004. 
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Web. But these attempts are developed on heterogeneous standards, platforms, and tools. 

Bridging over these technologies and systems would obviously be mass of redundant and 

laborious work. 

Thus, we hope to promote current Web to a third generation, which contains information 

and knowledge consumable both by human and by machine, based on a universal 

standard. Such a Web is named Semantic Web (SW). 

1.2 Origin and Prospect of Semantic Web 

The Semantic Web was originally conceived by Tim Bemers-Lee3
, inventor of the Web, 

and is still developing under the collaboration of World Wide Web Consortium4 (W3C). 

The SW is "an extension of the current web in which information is given well-defined 

meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation", and generally 

"by augmenting Web pages with data targeted at computers and by adding documents 

solely for computers, we will transform the Web into the Semantic Web" [Bemers-Lee et 

al 2001]. The first step of constructing SW is already under way, as several specifications 

has been proposed and approved by W3C5. There is still a long road to achieve the final 

goal, but let us envision what are the benefits of SW for us. 

As we add in semantic data into the Web to mark up the human readable data, and these 

semantic data are linked in a certain relationship (by an ontology structure), machines6 or 

programs should "understand" the meaning of data, then should provide more accurate 

matches from the Web. For example, when you ask for "computer CPU", a machine will 

give you results including "AMD Athlon 64", "PowerPC G5" because it knows these are 

kinds of CPU s, not just giving you thousands of pages which contain the text "computer" 

and "CPU". By adding in more complex elements like logics, we can achieve a more 

3 http://www.w3.org!People/Bemers-Lee/ 
4 http://www.w3.org/, W3C organization was created in 1994, with participation from a large number of 
researchers and industrial partners, to lead the Web to its full potential by developing common protocols 
that promote its evolution and ensure its interoperability. 
5 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/ 
6 Although the ambition of SW is targeted at all the computational machines, I mainly mean as computers 
in this document. 
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advanced application level. Facilitated by the rich semantics and logic relationships on 

SW, applications such as intelligent software agents will be able to roam on the Web to 

collect necessary data from diverse resources, exchange information with other agents, 

and process these information based on certain prerequisites by user or context. By this 

level, a wide range of advanced applications can be developed and applied. 

1.3 Semantic Web Architecture Overview 

As we start to design a Web for machines and couple it with the current Web, we will 

consider the practical problem of how. As indicated in [Melnik & Decker 2000], if we 

treat the SW resolution in a whole, then to realize any communications between two 

applications on the SW, developers will have to deal with various problems, including 

different syntaxes, data models, n-ary relationships, aggregation, specialization, and 

ontology languages. Therefore, to reduce the design complexity, a layered approach is 

proposed by Tim Bemers-Lee, similar to the layered structure of Internet itself. This 

structure is shown in Figure 1, which is originated from [Bemers-Lee 2000] and has been 

adopted or transformed in many papers and presentations. 

D 8 Pro;rust 

8 • Logic j, 
Ontology vocabulary "m 

+,J ·on 
ô 

Figure 1: Semantic Web architecture 

Generally, each layer is built upon the lower one and pro vides support for upper layer. 

And layers are separated clearly from each other for improving data interoperation and 
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facilitating applications on middle layers [Melnik & Decker 2000]. From bottom up, let 

us overview each layer from its use and purpose. 

• Universal Resource Identifier (URI) and Unicode. 

URI represents any entities on the Web, such as a URL. URI and Unicode together 

set up the standard for naming and coding. 

• XML(S), XML Schema, and Naming Space (NS). 

XML provides a standard way to mark up the data with meta-data tags, and structure 

data into a tree. XML Schema provides a mechanism to define the grammar of XML 

documents. Naming Spaces allow for references of unambiguously defined 

vocabularies in other XML documents. 

• RDF and RDF Schema 

In a strict definition, RDF is the first layer for the SW, as it is the first layer that 

carries semantics. The purpose of RDF is to structure the data/meta-data into a 

common framework to allow higher layers and applications build upon it. RDFS 

further provides a mechanism at a meta level to define restrictions on RDF documents. 

It is also very simple with limited power. 

• Ontology vocabulary 

An ontology is generally recognized as a domain model. The purposes of an ontology 

are to structure and define our knowledge into concepts and relations represented with 

ontology vocabularies/languages. By this layer, computers are able to locate entities 

unambiguously. 

• Logic 

Based on an ontology, which contains definitions of primitives 7, the logic layer means 

to add in richer logical parts [Patel-Schneider & Fensel 2002], such as inference rules. 

7 Ontology also includes axioms, and ontology languages are always restricted subsets of logics [Patel-
Schneider & Fensel 2002]. Ontology and logics are usually not separable. 
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Standing on this layer, computers are already able to infer implicit knowledge from 

existing definitions and inference rules. 

At this level, the language constructs of SW are finished: the syntactic level by URI 

and XML, the semantic level by RDF and the ontology language with logics. Such a 

Web is ready for machines to "browse" and "make conclusions or deductions". 

• Proof, Trust and Digital Signature 

Proof means that agents should be able to show the complete reasoning path that 

verifies their results are valid, while trust controls information exchange between two 

agents. Additionally, digital signature will traverse all the SW layers for ensuring the 

authenticity and integrity of data while transferring on the Web. These are far beyond 

current development, but should be important components for constructing a safe, 

orderly SW. 

1.4 Knowledge Representation and Semantic Web 

The design of Semantic Web combines various aspects from knowledge representation, 

databases, information retrieval, digital libraries, multi-agent systems, natural language 

processing, and machine leaming. Particularly, the core idea of the SW has already been 

studied by researchers in Knowledge Representation (KR) field long before the Web 

cornes into being. As a branch of Artificial Intelligence, KR is the science of designing 

formalisms that are both epistemologically and computationally adequate for expressing 

knowledge about a particular domain [Baader et al 2003]. A KR system can substitute 

human to perform certain tasks with intelligence. In the context of KR, intelligence of 

machines, systems, and softwares means the ability of finding implicit consequences out 

of explicitly declared knowledge. In responding toits purpose, a KR system will usually 

require three parts: logic, ontology, and computation [Sowa 2000]. 

• Logic - to define the formal structure and inference rules. 

• Ontology - to define terms and relations unambiguously in the application domain. 
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• Computation - to build computable models that implement logic and ontology into 

computer programs. 

In a KR system, logic is the core foundation. Choosing the kind of logics is decided by 

the nature of the system and the sort of logic also provides/restricts the KR system's 

description ability and reasoning service. Ontology is another philosophical approach, 

defining the abstract structure of knowledge. When implementing a KR system, an 

ontology language, which is generally a subset of the logic languages, will be used or 

developed for modelling ontology structures. Computation is the final part that makes the 

system into a physical thing. It involves the whole process of constructing such a system. 

Accordingly, to implement the SW, we also need these three parts on the Web: we will 

need to build all kinds of ontologies in all domains; these ontologies are based on suitable 

logics at the same time; and we build programs such as software agents to carry out 

user's tasks. Meanwhile, we should keep in mind that as a global, distributed system, the 

SW has some characteristics different from traditional KR systems. Traditional KR 

systems are typically centralized and hence low in scalability. They usually restrict the 

grammar and range of the questions that they may answer reliably. The design idea of the 

SW, however, is to make it as expressive as possible to allow the Web to reason as 

widely as desired, accepting any paradox and unanswerable questions [Bemers-Lee et al 

2001]. 
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Chapter 2 

Logics for Semantic Web 

Natural language displays the widest range ofknowledge that can be expressed, and logic 

enables the precisely formulated subset to be expressed in a computable form [Sowa 

2000]. Knowledge representation is focusing on representing human's knowledge 

encoded in natural language into computable, reasonable formalism, such as logics, as 

much and precisely as possible. There are varieties of logics/formalisms utilized in KR 

systems. The well known ones are: first-order predicate logic, semantic networks, 

conceptual graphs,frames, and description !agies (DL). Among them, description logics 

are especially recognized as a unique and important keystone in the history of knowledge 

representation [Baader et al 2003]. 

In the non-logic-based knowledge representation research, knowledge is usually 

represented by some ad hoc data structures and reasoning is accomplished by 

manipulating these structures, based on the general experiences of researches on humans. 

W ell known approaches in this field include semantic networks and frames. Benefiting 

from the network-based structures, they are effective on characterizing the world or 

knowledge with nodes (classes/objects) and links (relations), and serving as general 

purpose representation mechanisms in KR systems. However, due to their lack of formal 

definitions, the associated reasoning tools are strongly dependent on the implementation 

strategies. For solving this problem, an important recognition is that frames can be given 

with a formal semantics described in first-order logic [Hayes 1979], and furthermore, 

frames and semantic networks can be regarded as fragments of first-order logic 

[Brachman & Levesque 1985]. Driven by the principle of incorporating network 

structured and object-oriented approaches with first-order predicate logic, research in the area 
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of description logics8 emerged, for the purpose of achieving both in terms of ease of 

representation and in terms of efficiency of reasoning. The following introductions on DL 

basic formalism and reasoning algorithms are selected and interpreted from [Baader et al 

2003]. 

2.1 Description Logic Basic Formalism 

Description logics are a family of class-based ( concept-based) knowledge representation 

formalisms. The knowledge base of a KR system based on DL consists of two 

components, the TBox and the Abox, as Figure 2 shows. The TBox introduces 

terminology, which denotes a (hierarchical) structure built to provide an intentional 

representation of the domain of interest. ABox contains assertions, that is, the world 

descriptions when applying terminology. TBox is composed of concepts, which denote 

sets of individuals in DL language, and roles, which denote binary relations between 

individuals. By constructors, concepts and roles can be used to define complex concepts 

and roles. 

Description 
language 

Application 
programs 

KB 

Reasoning 

Rules 

Figure 2: Architecture of a KR system based on DL 

2.1.1 Concepts, Roles, and Constructors 

In description languages notation, we use the letters A and B for atomic concepts, the 

letter R for atomic roles, and the letters C and D for concept descriptions. The minimal 

8 Previously called concept languages, terminological knowledge representation languages, term 
subsumption languages, and KL-ONE based knowledge representation languages, when shifting the focus of 
research. 
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language of DL family is named AC (attribute language). The other languages of this 

family are extensions of AC. Table 1 displays the concept descriptions with constructors 

defined in AC and their corresponding formai semantics with interpretations I that 

consist of the domain of the interpretation I. 

Table 1: Concept descriptions and semantics of AC 

Core DL Syntax Semantics 

A (atomic concept) AI~~I 

T (universal concept) TI=~I 

J_ (bottom concept) _J_ I = </> 

-,A_ (atomic negation) (-,A_)I = I \AI 

C n D (intersection) (CnD)I = CI n DI 

\/ R.C (value restriction) (\/R.C)I = {a E ~Il\/b.(a, b) E RI - bECI} 

:3 R. T (limited existential (:3R.T)I = {a E ~IJ:3b.(a, b) E RI} 
quantification) 

We can obtain more expressive languages if we add further constructors to AC , as listed. 

• Union of concepts, indicated by letter U : 

( C LJ D) I = CI u D I 

• Full existential quantification, indicated by letter E : 

(:3R.C) I= { a E ~IJ:3b.(a, b) E RI/\ bECZ} 

• Number restrictions, indicated by letter N: 

(;?; n R) I = { a E ~I 1 1 {b 1 (a, b) E RI} l 2: n } and 

( n R) I = { a E ~I 1 1 {b 1 (a, b) E RI} 1 :s n } 

• Negation of arbitrary concepts, indicated by letter C : 

(-,C) I = I \ CX 

We name each AC -language by a string of the form AC[U][E][N][C], where letters in 

the brackets stand for adding corresponding constructors. Specially, we write ACC 
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instead of ACUE and ACCN instead of ACUEN, as umon and full existential 

quantification can be expressed using negation: Cu D = -.(-.C n -.D); 3R.C = -.v R.-. C. 

W e suppose that Person and Macintosh are atomic concepts, and hasComputer is an 

atomic role, examples with the above languages could be: Person n 3 hasComputer.Macintosh 

( describing those persons who have Macintosh); Person n 'v hasComputer.Macintosh 

( describing those persons who have only Macintosh); Person n 'vhasComputer. J_ 

( describing those persons who have no computer); Person n ~2 hasComputer ( describing 

those persons who have at least two computers ). 

A special concept constructor is the "set" (one-of) constructor, written as {a1, ... ,an}, 

where a1, .. ,,an are individual names. It is interpreted as: {a1, .. ,,an} z = {ai T , ... ,an z }. With 

sets, it is convenient to define concepts by enumerating the complete individual names. 

For instance, {Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter} defines the concept of season. 

2.1.2 Terminologies 

To build a terminology, or TBox, of a knowledge base, we need the atomic concepts, 

roles, and various constructors introduced above, and terminological axioms. In the most 

general case, there are two kinds of terminological axioms, one is called inclusions, 

C ç D (R Ç S), and another is called equalities, C = D (R = S), where the letters C and 

D denote the concepts and letters R and S denote the roles. An interpretation I satisfies 

an inclusion C Ç D if C z ~DT , and it satisfies an equality C = D if C z - D z . If T is 

a set of axioms, then I satisfies T iff I satisfies each element of T . If I satisfies an 

axiom (resp. a set of axioms), then we say that it is a mode! of this axiom (resp. set of 

axioms ). Two axioms or two sets of axioms are equivalent if they have the same models. 

Definitions are a special kind of equalities which are used frequently in TBox to 

introduce symbolic names for complex concepts. Symbolic names can be used as 

abbreviations in other definitions. Following is an example: 

Laptop = Computer n 3 hasCompactsize. T 
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PC= Laptop u Desktop 

A finite set of definitions T is called a terminology or TBox if every symbolic name is 

uniquely defined. T is definitorial when the meaning of the name symbols on the left 

side of definition is completely determined, if we know the exact meaning of the base 

symbols on the right side of definition. In an acyclic terminology T, by iteratively 

replacing the name symbols appeared on the right side of definition with its own 

definitions, we will finally get a fully expanded terminology T', which contains only 

base symbols on the right side. T' is called the expansion of T. W e have Proposition 1. 

Proposition 1 Let T be an acyclic terminology and T' be its expansion. Then 

(i) T and T' have the same name and base symbols; 

(ii) T and T' are equivalent; 

(iii) Bath T and T' are definitorial. 

2.1.3 World Descriptions 

A world description, or ABox, is another component of a description logic knowledge 

base, besides the terminology, or TBox. In ABox, there are two kinds of assertions. One 

is called concept assertions, denoted as C(a), means that a belongs to (the interpretation 

of) C. Another is called role assertions, denoted as R(b, c), means that c is a filler of the 

role R for b. For example, Person(Mary) and hasComputer(Mary, NetvistaM42) mean 

that Mary is a person and Mary has a computer "NetvistaM42", respectively. An ABox is 

a finite set of such assertions, denoted by A . 

We give semantics to Abox by extending interpretations 'I to individual names. The 

interpretation 'I satisfies the concept assertion C(a) if ax e cr, and it satisfies the role 

assertion R( a, b) if ( a x , b x ) e R x . An interpretation 'I satisfies an ABox A iff it 

satisfies each assertion of A , and we say that 'I is a model of A . A model of both T 

and A ( A is built with respect to T ) is an abstraction of a concrete world where the 

concepts and roles are mapping into sets and relations with respect to TBox, and 

individuals' memberships and relationships are determined with respect to the ABox. 
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2.1.4 Inferences 

The purpose of a KR system is not only for defining terminologies and stating assertions, 

but also for allowing reasoning services make inference on it. As DL is a fragment of 

first-order predicate logic, DL knowledge base contains implicit knowledge that can be 

made explicit through inferences. 

As one constructs a terminology, it is important to check some properties and 

relationships between concepts. For example, we may need to check the satisfiability of a 

concept to ensure it makes sense in the terminology. And we may need to know the 

subsumption relations between concepts in order to check the consistency of terminology, 

or organize the concepts in a taxonomy. Other interesting relationships between concepts 

are equivalence and disjointness. The formai definitions are as follows. Let T be a TBox. 

Satisfiability A concept C is satisfiable with respect to T if there exists a model I of 

T such that C is nonempty. In this case, we may also say that I is a model of C. 

Subsumption A concept C is subsumed by a concept D with respect to T if C -r ç D -r 

for every model I of T . In this case we write C Ç 7 D or T t= C Ç D. 

Equivalence Two concepts C and D are equivalent with respect to T if C -r = D -r for 

every model I of T . In this case we write C = 7 D or T t= C = D. 

Disjointness Two concepts C and D are disjoint with respect to T if c-r n D-r = </J for 

every model I of T . 

All the DL systems allow intersection of concepts and most of them provide an 

unsatisfiable concept ( _I_ ), since these are the very basic elements included in A.C . In 

these systems, it is sufficient to check only the subsumption of concepts instead of all the 

four kind of inferences, as we can see by the following reductions. 

Proposition 2 (Reduction to Subsumption) For concepts C, D we have 

(i) C is unsatisfiable <=> C is subsumed by _I_; 
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(ii) C and D are equivalent <=> C is subsumed by D and D is subsumed by C; 

(iii) C and D are disjoint <=> C n D is subsumed by J_. 

The statements also hold with respect to a TBox. 

For a DL system, which also allows negation of a description, one can reduce the four 

properties to the satisfiability problem. Hence it is sufficient to develop algorithms that 

only decide the satisfiability of concepts. 

Proposition 3 (Reduction to Unsatisfiability) For concepts C, D we have 

(i) C is subsumed by D {=} C n -.n is unsatisfiable; 

(ii) C and D are equivalent <=> bath ( C n -.D) and (-.C n D) are unsatisfiable; 

(iii) C and D are disjoint <=> C n D is unsatisfiable. 

The statements also hold with respect to a TBox. 

Proposition 2 and Proposition 3 represent respectively the lower and upper complexity 

bound for inferences on concepts in A.C -languages at different level of expressivity. And 

subsumption is the most general inference problem for any A.C -languages. 

For the inference of terminology, assuming that T is an acyclic TBox, and T' is the 

expansion of T , then T is equivalent to T' by Proposition 1. Bach concept C in T is 

expanded into C' in T', we can deduce that C = 
7 

C' . Then C is satisfiable with respect 

to T iff C' is satisfiable, as C' contains only base symbols. Similarly, we may deduce 

inferences on subsumption, equivalence, and disjointness. Let D be another concept of T , 

and D' be i ts expansion, we will have C Ç 
7 

D iff C' Ç D'; C -
7 

D iff C' = D' ; C 

and D are disjoint with respect to T iff C' andD' are disjoint. Summing up, if T is an 

acyclic TBox, we can always reduce the inference problems with respect to T to 

problems with respect to the empty TBox. One thing should be noticed is that in the 

worst case the size of T' is exponential in the size of T . This contributes the reasoning 

complexity of TBox. 
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It is necessary to check if all the knowledge in an ABox are consistent with axioms in a 

TBox. Formally, an ABox A is consistent with respect to a TBox T, if there is an 

interpretation T that is a model of both A and T. Similarly, checking the consistency 

of an ABox with respect to an acyclic TBox can be reduced to check the expanded ABox. 

W e conclude that A is consistent with respect to T iff its expansion A' is consistent. In 

addition, with an ABox it is naturally to check the relationships between individuals 

and concepts, that is, instance checking, or check whether an assertion is entailed by 

an ABox. An assertion a is entailed by A , written as A t= a, if every model of A 
satisfies a. W e can reduce the instance checking C( a) to the consistency checking for 

ABox because At= C(a) iff A u {-,C(a)} is inconsistent. Other inference problems of 

ABox, such as, given an ABox A and a concept C, find all the individuals a such that 

At= C(a), can be resolved based on instance checking, while adding complexity to the 

inference algorithm. 

2.2 Description Logic Reasoning Algorithms 

We have seen that for the basic DL languages in A.C , inference problems can be reduced 

to the subsumption problem of concepts (Proposition 2). For these languages, we have 

structural subsumption algorithms to compute the subsumption relations of concepts, 

normally by comparing the syntactic structure of concept definitions. But since most of 

the DL languages also allow negation and conjunction, they can not be handled by 

structural subsumption algorithms. Based on Proposition 3, the inference of these 

languages can be reduced to satisfiability problems. Following is an introduction on a 

tableau-based satisfiability algorithm for A.CCN languages. 

The tableau-based algorithm consists of six transformation rules, as Figure 3 shows. Let 

Co be an A.CCN -concept, in order to test satisfiability of C0, the algorithm starts with the 

ABox A 0 = { C0(x0)}, and applies transformation rules to the ABox until no more rules 

apply. If the complete ABox obtained this way does not contain an obvious contradiction 
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( called clash), then A 0 is consistent (therefore Co is satisfiable ), and inconsistent 

(unsatisfiable) otherwise. 

Here are some explanations for the notions used in the transformation rules. W e use A 
for ABox, C(x) and R(x,y) for concept assertion and role assertions respectively, where C 

is for concept, R is for role, and x, y are individual names. As Figure 3 shows, the 

transformation rule for :S and number restrictions may lead to the identification of 

different individual names, hence instead of imposing unique name assumptions on ABox, 

we use explicit inequality assertions with the form x =t= y. Also, in the transformation 

rules that handle u and :S number restriction are non-deterministic as a given ABox is 

transformed into a fini te set of new ABoxes such that the original ABox is consistent iff 

one of the new ABoxes is so. For this reason we use finite set of ABoxes S = {A, ... , 

A } instead of single ABox. S is consistent iff there is some i, 1 :S i :S k, such that A is 

consistent. In Figure 3, a rule applies as such: it takes an element A of S , and replaces it 

by one ABox A', by two ABoxes A' and A" , or by finitely many ABoxes A,1 . 

The following lemmas are derived from the set of transformation rules, and declare 

important properties for it. 

Lemma 1 (Soundness) Assume that S' is obtained from the finite set of ABoxes S by 

application of a transformation rule. Then S is consistent iff S' is consistent. 

Lemma 2 (Termination) Let Co be an ACCN -concept description in negation normal 

form. There cannot be an infinite sequence of rule applications { { C0(x0)}} - 5; - S2 

-
Lemma 3 (Completeness) Any complete and clash-free ABox A has a model. 

And finally, we have the theorem as follows. 

Theorem 1 It is decidable whether or not an ACCN -concept is satisfiable. 
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The - n-rule 
Condition A contains (C1 n C2)(:z:), but it does not contain both C1(x) and C2(:z:). 

Action A'= A U {C1(:z:), C2(:z:)}. 

The - LI-rule 
Condition A contains (C1 u C2)(:z:), butneither C1(:z:) nor C2(:z:). 

Action A'= A U {C1(:z:)}, A" = A U {C2(:z:)}. 

The - 3-rule 
Condition A contains ( 3R.C)(:z:), but there is no individual name z such that C(z) and R(:z:,z) are in A. 

Action A'= A U {C(y), R(:z:,y)} where y is an individual name not occurring in A. 

The - v-rule 
Condition A contains ('v' R.C)(:z:) and R(:z:,y) but it does not contain C(y). 

Action A'= A U {C(y)}. 

The - ~-rule 
Condition A contains (~n R)(:z:), and there are no individual names z1, ... , zn such that R(:z:, zJ (1 :5 i :5 

n) and zi :t: zi (1 :5 i < j :5 n) are contained in A. 

Action A'= A U {R(:z:, yJ 1 1:5 i :5 n} U {yi :t: YA 1:5 i < j :5 n}, where Y1,···• Yn are distinct 

individual names not occurring in A. 

The - :5-rule 
Condition A contains distinct individual names y1,. ··,Yn+t such that (Sn R)(:z:) and R(:z:, Y1), ... , R(:z:, Yn+1) 

are in A, and Yi #yi is not in A for some i#- j. 

Action For each pair Yi, Yi such that i > j and Yi :t: Yi is not in A, the ABox Ai,i = [y/yi] A is 

obtained from A by replacing each occurrence of Yi by Yi• 

Figure 3: Transformation rules of the tableau algorithm 

2.3 Description Logic and Semantic Web 

To date, the family of DL languages is probably the most important set of formalisms in 

the field of knowledge representation. It is originally designed for modeling ontology, 

and in turn, representing knowledge. A wide range of description logic languages are 

developed, with different level of expressivity. The computational space has been 

thoroughly mapped out. And a wide variety of systems have been built, testing out 

different styles of inference computation and being used in many applications [Baader et 

al. 2003], examples are KL-ONE, CLASSIC, LooM, CRACK, FacT, and RACER. 
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For these reasons, DL is adopted as the formalism for building SW. In the short 

developing history of SW, DL is successively used as the formai foundations to construct 

SW languages, such as OIL, DAML+OIL, and most recently, OWL, which is the 

approved ontology modeling language by W3C for SW. In fact OWL DL and OWL Lite 

(two of the three species of OWL) can be viewed as very expressive DL [Horrocks, Patel-

Schneider & Harmelen 2003], which may be used to constructing ontologies and 

instances equivalent to DL TBoxes and ABoxes. 

Within the various description logics, the SH family is closely related with the SW. By 

convention, the abbreviation S is introduced to represent the DL that extends A.CC with 

transitive roles (R+). H is introduced to represent the role hierarchies ( R1 Ç Ri). Other 

frequently used extensions are I, :F, N, Q, O. I represents the extension of inverse 

role (K), :F represents the number restriction of the form :s; IR , N represents the nuinber 

restriction of the form nR and :s; nR , Q represents the qualified number restrictions, 

that is s nR.C and nR.C , and finally O represents the nominais, which means to 

define a class by enumerating its objects, such as constructor oneüf. Each of the different 

combinations ofthese abbreviations, such as SHIQ, SHI:F, and SHION, represents a 

description logic with different expressiveness. The SW ontology description languages 

which will be introduced later correspond to the SH family description logics 

respectively. 
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Chapter 3 

Ontology 

The word "ontology" is originally coming from philosophy. It is "a science which 

investigates being as being and the attributes which belong to this in virtue of its own 

nature", by Aristotle in Metaphysics, Book IV [Aristotle 350 B.C.]. Today, ontology has 

been adopted in computer science as a study branch of artificial intelligence, and has had 

variances in its definition. 

Dating back to 1923, Ogden and Richards introduced the meaning triangle (see Figure 4) 

in The Meaning of Meaning: A Study of the Influence of Language upon Thought and of 

the Science of Symbolism [Ogden & Richards 1923]. It defines the interactions between 

symbols, thoughts, and the real things in the world. 

Symbol Stands for 
Thing 

Figure 4: The meaning triangle 

In the meaning triangle, the node "Concept" stands for a kind of processor that performs 

the task of "understanding", such as human's brain. The node "Symbol" is the word we 

create to describe the world. And the node "Thing" represents the real things in the world. 

The way we understand a word is: as the word/symbol is sent to the brain, it evokes the 

corresponding concept in brain, and brain refers this concept to the corresponding thing 

in the word. Thus the symbol indirectly stands for the thing. One thing should be, 

however, noticed. Such a relation from symbol to thing is not a one-to-one map. For 

example, when talking about the word "mouse", an IT person may think of computer 
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hardware, while a zoologist may think of a small creature. The exact mapping from 

symbol to real thing will depend on the communicator' s background and the context of 

communication. To resolve these ambiguities, the best way for precise meaning of a 

symbol is to provide the specific domain in which the symbol is embedded. 

In artificial intelligence, we always dream of using machine to substitute human. To 

make a machine "understand" a symbol as a real thing, there will be two tasks: syntactic 

and semantic. The syntactic task is to create a set of formai languages to be machine 

serializable, and to eliminate the verbosity and part of vagueness in natural languages. So 

far, this has been done well, such as the first-order logic. The semantic task is to make the 

machine uniquely relate each symbol to each thing in the world. In this case, we will need 

ontology to bridge the gap [Maedche 2002]. 

3.1 Ontology Overview 

As we know, ontology has a long history. It has been studied and defined by philosophers, 

linguists, librarians, and recently knowledge engineers [McGuinness 2002] . A common 

definition in the domain of knowledge representation is [Gruber 1993]: "an ontology is a 

formai, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization". The word "formai" refers 

that the ontology construction is based on formai languages or notions such as logics. The 

word "explicit" means that either explicit or implicit elements within the domain 

knowledge are clearly expressed. The word "shared" reflects the notion that ontology is 

agreed and accepted by a group of a knowledge domain or even several domains. The 

word "conceptualization" refers that an ontology is an abstract model of the world, 

characterizing the "nature" and constraints on group of entities without specifying 

concrete names [Fensel 2001]. 

The elements of an ontology are concepts ( description of entities in the domain), unary 

and binary relations between concepts (the properties of concepts), and axioms (further 

restrictions on the properties). Within an ontology, primitive concepts are the basic 

building blocks of the model. In an object-oriented view, a primitive concept equals to a 

class. For example, in an ontology describing PC, there are concepts/classes for hardware, 
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software, CPU, and mainboard. Among all the relations in an ontology, a special kind is 

the hierarchical subsumption, or called isa in frame-based systems, subclass in object-

oriented systems. For example, CPU is a subconcept/subclass of Hardware and 32-bit 

CPU is a subconcept/subclass of CPU. Other kinds of relations cannot be categorized as 

subsumption hierarchies 9 • For example, the relation "hasCPU" represents a relation 

between concepts "PC" and "CPU". Also, unary relations like "expensive" also exist in 

an ontology. Axioms are formal logic expressions for further elaborating the rules in an 

ontology. For example, an axiom in computer ontology is like "if a computer is a Mac, 

then it must have a Power PC CPU". 

An ontology is more than an agreed vocabulary. The terms and relations in an ontology 

are selected and defined based on formal techniques ( e.g. logics ). This ensures to build 

meaningful higher level knowledge. Furthermore, an ontology is more than a taxonomy 

or classification of terms. Although taxonomy contributes to the semantics of a term in a 

vocabulary, ontologies include richer relations between terms (e.g. axioms). It is these 

rich relations that enhance the expressiveness of ontology and allow expressing domain-

specific knowledge as complete as possible without much domain-specific terms 10
• 

A knowledge base could be built upon an ontology with a set of instantiated concepts and 

relations. The set of instances must satisfy all the restrictions defined by the ontology. For 

example, in the computer ontology, we can have an IBM Thinkpad with Intel Pentium III. 

As ontology is an abstraction from the knowledge of a domain, it could usually be shared 

and reused by several knowledge bases. Ontology is general, stable, and intensional, 

while knowledge base is comparatively specific, variable, and extensional [Maedche 

2002]. However, the distinction line between an ontology and a knowledge base is not 

always strictly eut. Whether an ontology should be more abstract or be more concrete 

depends on the requirements of the actual application. 

9 However, we will notice that some kind of relations, such as "componentOf', can also construct 
hierarchies among certain concepts. But since this kind of relations are not pervasive in every ontology 
domain and do not contribute to taxonomies, we do not list it as special relations other than non-
hierarchical relations. 
10 http://www.ontology.org 
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3.2 Formai Definition of Ontology and Knowledge Base Structure 

The formai definition of an ontology structure describes the core elements, their 

interaction, and a mapping to a formai semantics of these elements. A lexicon for an 

ontology structure is also defined for mapping the abstract notions in an ontology 

structure into concrete concepts and relations [Maedche 2002]. 

Definition 1 An ontology structure is a 5-tuple O := (C, R, He, rel, A0
), consisting of 

(i) Two disjoint sets C and R whose elements are called concepts and relations, 

respective/y. 

(ii) A concept hierarchy He: He is a directed relation He C x C which is called 

concept hierarchy or taxonomy. He( C1, C2) means that C1 is a subconcept of C2. 

(iii) A function rel: R - C x C, that relates concepts non-taxonomically. For rel(R) = 

(C1, C2), one may also write R(C1, C2). 

(iv) A set of ontology axioms A O , expressed in an appropriate logical language, e.g. 

first-order logic. 

Definition 2 A lexiconfor the ontology structure Ois a 4-tuple L 0 := (Le, en, F, Q) 

consisting of 

(i) Two sets [,c and en, whose elements are called lexical entries for concepts and 

relations, respective/y. 

(ii) Two relations F c [,c x C and g en x R called references for concepts and 

relations, respective/y. 

In general, one lexical entry may refer to several concepts or relations and one concept or 

relation may be referred to by several lexical entries. An ontology structure with lexicon 

is a pair ( 0 , [, 0 
) . 

A knowledge base may be defined and instantiated in accordance with an ontology 

structure. A knowledge base differs from an ontology in the sense that an ontology is a 

conceptual structure while a knowledge base specifies a concrete state based on ontology. 

Thus the ontology is intensional in the view of logic while knowledge base is extensional. 
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However, the line between an ontology and a knowledge base cannot be clearly eut, 

depending on the level of abstraction of an ontology. A knowledge base structure and its 

lexicon are defined as below [Maedche 2002]. 

Definition 3 A knowledge base structure is a 4-tuple JCB :=(O, I, inst, instr), consisting 

of 
(i) An ontology O := (C, R, He, rel, A0 

). 

(ii) A set I whose elements are called instances. 

(iii) A function inst: C - 27 called concept instantiation. 

(iv) Afunction instr: R - 2-:rxx called relation instantiation. 

Definition 4 A lexicon for the knowledge base structure JCB is a pair CJCB := (C7
, :J) 

consisting of 

(i) A set C7 whose elements are called lexical entries for instances, respective/y. 

(ii) A relation :J ç C7 x I called reference for instances. 

In general, one lexical entry may refer to several instances and one instance may be 

referred to by several lexical entries. A knowledge base structure with lexicon is a pair 

(JCB, Cm). 

Figure 5 [Maedche 2002] depicts the overall structure of ontology and knowledge base, 

and their interactions. Recalling the structure of DL system, we can see that the TBox of 

DL systems is comparable with the ontology structure O to some extent. In general, the 

concepts and relations in O correspond to the primitive concepts and relations in TBox 

respectively; the function rel and axioms A O in O can be defined using the DL 

language constructors and terminological axioms; in particular, the hierarchy of concepts 

in O can be described by subsumption in TBox. To sum up, we canuse a TBox to 

describe an ontology, though may not completely describe an ontology11
• Furthermore, a 

TBox and its corresponding ABox can describe the knowledge base which is built on an 

ontology. 

11 As we have shown, DL can be recognized as a fragment of first-order logic, which is not fully competent 
to describe the world. 
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Figure 5: Ontology structure and knowledge base structure 

3.3 Ontology Classifications and Applications 

For a clear understanding of the various ways of ontologies can be used, and specific 

types of ontologies can be used in certain types of applications, ontology classifications 

are very important. A classification system that uses the subject of conceptualization as a 

main criterion has been introduced by Guarino [Guarino 1998]. He suggests to classify 

ontologies according to their level of generality, as shown in Figure 6. 

Top-level ontology 

Domain ontology Task ontology 

Application ontology 

Figure 6: Different kinds of ontologies and their relationship 

• Top-level ontologies describe very general concepts like space, time, and event, which 

are independent of any particular domain. Top-level ontologies could be the 

foundations of some fundamental domains like mathematics and logics [Sowa 2000]. 
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It is reasonable to build a set of unified top-level ontologies servmg vanous 

communities. A famous project is Cyc 12
• 

• Domain ontologies describe the vocabulary related to a generic domain by specializing 

the concepts introduced in top-level ontologies, such as medical and biology domains. 

One example is Knowledge Annotation Initiative of Knowledge Acquisition 

Community 13
• 

• Task ontologies describe the vocabulary related to a genenc task or activity by 

specializing the concepts introduced in top-level ontologies. A task ontology example 

is TOVE (TOronto Virtual Enterprise) 14 project. 

• Application ontologies are the most specific ontologies. They are usually built by 

selecting and specializing concepts from application domain ontologies and task 

ontologies. 

While focusing on domain ontologies and application ontologies, they especially 

contribute to inter-operabilities between individual systems; reusabilities, reliabilities, 

and specification of software engineering [Uschold & Gruninger 1996]. With these 

capabilities, ontologies are utilized and integrated in many areas of computer science, 

such as natural language understanding, knowledge management, e-commerce, and 

particularly, Semantic Web. 

3.4 Ontology Engineering for Semantic Web 

Semantic Web could be the next generation of Web, where data will be organized and 

carry semantics for machines/softwares consuming. The building of SW is essentially 

relying on formal ontologies, as explained in following points. 

• Ontology will endow semantics to data and any other information resources, and the 

semantic descriptions are in a formal syntax for the purpose of machine serializable. 

• Ontology can structure the data on Web for the purpose of comprehensive and precise 

machine understanding ( of course, also for human understanding). 

12 http://www.cyc.com, http://www.opencyc.org 
13 http://ka2portal.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/ 
14 http://www.eil.utoronto.ca/enterprise-modelling/tove/index.html 
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• Ontology can formally express the complex relationships between data for the purpose 

of automatic machine inference. 

As the Web is a global, giant application which interferes with all kinds of domains and 

purposes, numerous ontologies need to be developed and implemented through the 

process of ontology engineering. Ontology engineering refers to the set of activities that 

concem the ontology development process, the ontology life cycle, the methods and 

methodologies for building ontologies, and the tool suites and languages that support 

them [G6mez-Pérez et al 2003]. Currently, there is no standard ontology building 

methodologies. Different methodologies are developed based on the project 

characteristics. Ontology languages are quite essential as an ontology itself just refers to 

conceptual domain model. Ontology languages are needed for describing such a model 

into concrete, computer serializable files. And ontology languages are usually subsets of 

logics or other formal languages considering the strictness of expressing and ease of 

computation. Tools are also important support for ontology engineering, as we rely on 

them for ontology development and manipulations. Following is a brief introduction on 

the methodology, status of some existing tools and languages for ontology engineering of 

SW. 

3.4.1 Methodology 

Following the proposal of [Melnik & Decker 2000] for a layered approach for 

interoperability of information models, a layered ontology engineering methodology for 

SW is adopted. From the view of ontology engineering, the SW structure is shown as in 

Figure 7. 

In general, there are four layers: syntax layer, data layer, representation vocabulary layer, 

and logical/operationalization layer. With the technology of XML, the syntax layer 

guarantees a uniform syntactic representation mechanism for ontologies and knowledge 

bases of SW. Data layer is based on RDF which provides a simple data model/language 

for representing and processing (meta-)data. With these two layers, it is enough for 

expressing factual statements (assertions in the view of DL and knowledge bases from 

the view of ontology) in a standard syntax, but no means for describing ontology 
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structures. Representation vocabulary layer is the most important language layer in SW 

structure. It consists of ontology languages for representing ontology structures. At this 

level, various ontology languages are appeared and evolved from different historical 

backgrounds and based on different formalisms. Finally, the representation layer can 

connect to the logical/operationalization layer. The last layer provides the formai 

semantics, reasoning mechanisms, and concrete systems and applications for 

manipulating the ontologies described by the representation layer. Recall that 

representation languages are each based on certain formalisms, and thus they are mapped 

into corresponding formai semantics and operations in the logical/operationalization layer. 

By completing construction of these four layers, the SW is ready for operation. 

Translation Translation Translation into into F-logic into first-order ...... 
description logics well predicate founded 

semantics logic 

î î î î 
OWL DAML+OIL F-Logic KIF, Cycl 

primitives primitives primitives primitives ...... 
------- -- ---- --- -- -- -- -- --- --- --- -- ---------- -- --- ---- --- ------- ------ -- - -----------
Core representation vocabulary based on RDFS 

Simple Data Model (RDF) 

Syntax based on XML 

Figure 7: Ontological view of Semantic Web 

3.4.2 Ontology Languages 

Logical/ 
Operationalization 

layer 

Representation 
vocabulary layer 

Data layer 

Syntax layer 

As Figure 8 shows, based on XML, some ontology languages are defined, such as: 

Simple HTML Ontology Extensions (SHOE), Ontology eXchange Language (XOL ), 

Ontology Markup Language (OML), Ontology Interchange Language (OIL), DARPA 

Agent Markup Language+OIL (DAML+OIL), and Web Ontology Language (OWL). 

OIL, DAML+OIL, and OWL are based on RDF(S) which serves as an intermediate 

standard level. These languages are closely inter-related, for example, OML is developed 
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based on SHOE, and OWL is developed based on DAML+OIL, and some of them are 

developed for serving certain domains. For example, XOL is specially designed for 

bioinformatics community. Among them, RDFS and OWL are W3C proposed standard 

languages aiming at serving a general purpose for constructing SW. A comprehensive, 

multi-dimensional comparison of these languages can be found in [Gomez-Pérez & 

Corcho 2002], except the latest OWL. 

OIL 1 loAML+o1LI I owL 
XOL SHOE OML RDFS 

RDF 
XML 

Figure 8: Language stack for the Semantic W eh 

3.4.3 Tools 

Surrounding SW ontology engineering, various tools are proliferated for all kinds of 

purpose, such as tools for ontology development, integration, evaluation, reasoning, and 

so on. Among them, OILEd, OntoEdit, and Protégé-2000 are widely recognized SW 

ontology editing tools. And Jess, FaCT, RACER, Pellet, TRIPLE, JTP are reasoning tools. 

Specially, FaCT, RACER, and Pellet are DL reasoners. Fensel, Gomes-Pérez et al. collect 

and introduce a wide range of ontology tools by categories, except those particularly new 

[Fensel, Gomes-Pérez et al 2002]. Another resource for updated tools list is on the 

DAML site 15 • 

15 http://www.daml.org/tools/#all 
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Chapter 4 

Semantic Web Languages 

4.1 XML 

The rapid expanding of the Web has driven each isolated computers and machines 

connecting into a world wide network. Subsequently, the requirement for way of efficient 

exchange of data, information, and knowledge has risen to the key issue [Fensel 2001]. 

The current main Web language, HTML, is obviously not appropriate to such a job, as it 

carries only information of how the content should be displayed, excluding the context 

and meaning. 

As one of the successors of Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML ), Extensible 

Markup Language (XML) is developed for making up the limitation of HTML. In brief, 

XML is a simple, standard, self-describing way of encoding both text and data so that 

content can be processed and exchanged independent of hardware, operating systems, 

and applications. In the nature of its purpose, we can view it as a light weight standard 

database mechanism. Let us review some of the most important features of XML. 

• Simplicity 

The content of an XML document is mainly composed of tags and data. It is 

relatively easy to read and understand by human, and be processed by machines. 

• Standard 

XML is the endorsed industry standard, hosting by W3C. It is supported by all 

leading software providers and is accepted and adopted by more and more industries. 

• Self-description 
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Unlike traditional databases which would reqmre pre-defined schemas, XML 

documents can store all these meta information in the form of tags with attributes. 

This leads to much extensibility - users can define their tags and organize their 

data freely. 

• Semantics 

The tags, attributes, and structure of XML documents provide rich meta information 

of the data. Therefore it opens up possibilities for new technologies such as search 

engines and intelligent agents to read in and process on these meta-data, interpret the 

meaning, and use to reduce gaps between humans and machines. 

4.1.1 DTD and XMLS, CSS and XSL 

In the nature, Document Type Definition (DTD) files and XML Schema (XMLS) files 

are doing the same thing: define a grammar for XML documents [Decker et al 2000]. 

DTD and XMLS files enforce constraints on target XML document' s structure, and an 

XML document is a valid one only when it conforms to the designated DTD file or 

XMLS file, if there is one. However, XMLS is different, or superior to DTD in several 

points. Unlike DTD, XMLS uses the same self-describing tag-attribute syntax as XML 

document. This contributes to consistent syntax and reduces work of parsers. Comparing 

to DTD, XMLS provides more primitive data types, supports user-defined data types 

based on the existing types, and provides more constraints on describing data values. We 

can conclude that XMLS grammar definitions could be more strict and extensible than 

DTD files. 

As we have seen, XML documents record only data and their structure and semantics. It 

has no information about how these data should be displayed on user interface media 

(like a web browser). Extensible Style Language (XSL) appeared as a strong support for 

XML document transformation and presentation. In implementation issues, an XSL 

Transformation (XSL T) style sheet specifies rules of how to transform instances of 

certain classes in source XML documents into elements of another XML document that 
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uses a formatting language, such as HTML 16. In dealing with XML presentation, there is 

another standard named Cascading Style Sheets (CSSs). CSS and XSL are in different 

syntax and they are used in different situations: CSS is more suitable for efficiently 

dynamic transformations of simple structured online documents, whilst XSL is better for 

coping with complex and flexible transformations 17
• 

4.1.2 Use of XML(S) in Semantic Web 

XML acts as the foundational technology for Semantic Web, as it resides at the first level, 

syntax layer, in the SW pyramid. The reason to choose XML is due toits characteristics 

as we discussed above. Above all, XML satisfies the requirement of universal expressive 

power for building the SW [Decker et al 2000]. Indeed, since XML was released by W3C 

in 1998, it has already been widely used in all kinds of industry fields, from 

manufacturing to medicine, and has been supported by most of the main software 

providers. Furthermore, XML satisfies syntactic interoperability of the SW [Decker et al 

2000]. XML documents are ready to be read and extracted by various XML parsers and 

APis (e.g. DOM18
, SAX19

) and these tools are already available and mature for use. In 

addition, documents written in XML carry necessary meta-data or semantics we need to 

process the data, which is essential to build the SW. 

However, an important limitation of XML is that it does not have enough support for 

semantic interoperability [Decker et al 2000]. Suppose that we want to use XML and 

XMLS ( or DTD) to describe an ontology model. We will find miscellaneous ways to 

write the XML documents and the schema files. Due to XML's linear syntax structure, it 

lacks of interpretation mechanisms for semantics. So as we use XML to translate an 

ontology, we find that the XML description is various and blur. As consequences, to 

make a query on XML documents is complicated and limited [Bemers-Lee 1998b]. In 

coping with such problems, W3C work group developed RDF to enrich XML syntax. 

16 Definition refers to http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL/ 
17 Refers to http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL/WhatisXSL.html 
18 http://www.w3.org/DOM/ 
19 http://www.saxproject.org/ 
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4.2 RDF 

As the graduai penetration of Web technologies, especially on the growth of XML, a lot 

of communities, both in science and industry, are trying to describe their resources ( data, 

information, knowledge) for Web purposes. They have developed diverse meta-data 

definitions and schema languages, such as Dublin Core for describing books, MathML 20 

for describing mathematics, and SBML 21 for describing systems biology resources. 

Generally, the groups of each domain would define and enforce a uniform meta-data tags 

and structures when representing information in XML documents, in order to achieve a 

common recognition inside their groups ( due to the limitation of XML discussed above ). 

However, these miscellaneous meta-data descriptions result in low interchange abilities 

between disciplines and domains. Under such situation, Resource Description 

Framework22 (RDF) is developed and proposed by W3C as a general purpose language 

for representing information on the W eh [Beckett 2004]. It is an application of XML as it 

is defined in the XML syntax. 

To serve its general purpose, RDF is very simple, but flexible. Strictly RDF is not a 

language, but a data model imposing pre-defined meanings. A RDF model describes the 

relationship between two resources in a (subject, predicate, object) triple which means 

that a <subject> has a property <predicate> valued by <object> [Champin 2001]. Here 

the subject, predicate, and object are each referred to or represented by certain Universal 

Resource Identifier (URI). The triple structure of RDF model is much originated from 

experience of knowledge representation community. In the view of graph theory, RDF is 

actually a formai model utilizing directed graphs [Iannella 1998], as depicted in the 

following Figure 9. 

Subject 
(URI) 

20 http://www.w3.org/Math/ 
21 http://www.sbml.org/ 
22 http://www.w3.org/RDF/ 

Predicate 

(Property) 

Figure 9: RDF data model 

Object 
(Literai/URI) 
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Let us see a small example: Jiang Li has a book "Wizard of Oz". To express in a triple, it 

is (Jiang Li, hasBook, Wizard of Oz). In the directed graph, it will be described as in 

Figure 10. 

hasBook 

http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/ 
~li/SW /customer-ont.daml#hasBook 

Figure 10: A sample RDF statement in graph 

To write the same sentence in the RDF language, it is as Figure 11. 

<? xml version="l .O" ?> 
<RDF xmlns:rdf =http://www.w3.org/l999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 

xmlns:cust =http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml# > 

<rdf:Description about= "http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/" > 
<cust:hasBook rdf:Resource="http:/ /www.amazon.com/book/Oz.htm"/> 

</rdf: Description> 
</RDF> 

Figure 11: A sample RDF statement in RDF language 

The tags rdf:Description, rdf:Resource together with rdf:Property, rdf:ID, rdf:Bag, etc. 

are vocabularies defined by RDF for different description purposes. For a detailed 

explanation and specification, please refer to [Brickley & Guha 2003] and [Champin 

2001]. Through this example, we can see that by making blocks ofRDF statements, RDF 

provides a means for adding semantics to an XML document without making any 

assumptions about its structure [Fensel 2001]. Moreover, RDF graphs can be chained and 

nested, as it allows that a subject or a RDF statement can play the role of an object in 

another statement at the same time. Such flexibility of RDF leads to higher expressive 

power and scalability (Friend of a Friend23 is an interesting project extending from this ). 

Figure 12 is an example showing an RDF chain graph, which depicts the relationships 

among Jiang Li, the book "Wizard of Oz", book author Lyman F. Baum, and others. 

23 http://www.foaf-project.org/ 
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0393049922 
hasFriend 

Figure 12: An RDF chain example 

4.2.1 RDF Schema 

Essentially, an RDF model just provides us a universal way to describe our data in new 

format. We will need new tools to define new entities and properties on the Web; also we 

will need to impose constraints on the way they are used. RDF Schema24 (RDFS) takes 

one step further than RDF. Like XMLS to XML, RDFS uses RDF to describe RDF 

vocabularies [Brickley & Guha 2003]. It provides a basic schema about definitions of 

classes and property constraints. Here is an introduction of core primitives. For a 

complete and detailed interpretation, please refer to [Brickley & Guha 2003] and 

[Champin 2001]. 

• The tag rdfs:Resource represents the class of everything, all other classes defined in 

RDF are subclasses of this class. The tag rdfs:Class is the class of resources that are 

RDF classes [Brickley & Guha 2003]. In an object-oriented view, the tags 

rdfs:Resource and rdf:Class are just related like the class Object and class Class in 

Java. 

• The tags rdfs:domain and rdfs:range impose constraints on property definition. The tag 

rdfs:domain restricts the type of subject and the tag rdfs:range restricts the type of 

object. 

• Sorne other important tags described the relations of resources. The tags 

rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf represent the inheritance relations between 

classes and properties. And the tag rdf:type represents that a resource is an instance of 

a class (another resource). 

24 http://www.sw3.org/TR/rdf-schema/ 
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4.2.2 Use of RDF(S) in Semantic Web 

As we have known, RDF gives us a basic way to add semantics on XML data. Though it 

is not enough to describe all the knowledge, but it raises the various ways of knowledge 

representation to a higher standard which can partly eliminate interchange gaps between 

domains and unnecessary effort to set respective standard of each community, whilst 

leave enough free space for each community to write their domain specific information to 

the Web. We can foresee that the wide deployment of RDF would improve the free and 

efficient information exchange from machine to machine, independent of any particular 

domains or preset meta-data semantics. Also, cross-domain or even general purpose 

applications and services can possibly be put into practice. 

However, RDF is restricted at the assertion level of SW [Bemers-Lee 1998a]. RDFS is a 

thin but important layer built on RDF. By all its primitives, RDFS can be a rudimentary 

ontology representation language as it provides the primary elements for mapping an 

abstract domain model to the Web, which would be the basis for higher level intelligent 

applications. We can find corresponding RDFS vocabulary for the basic primitives, such 

as concepts, relations, and reifications, in an ontology structure. One speciality of RDFS 

is that properties are defined globally instead of encapsulated in class definitions, as in an 

ontology [Fensel 2001]. 

In general, RDF provides a standard syntax for composing the content of an ontology, or 

a knowledge base, while RDFS provides a standard set of primitives for interpreting or 

mapping the ontology to SW [Fensel 2001]. But as RDFS has only limited primitives and 

especially has no enough mechanism to represent axioms, it in tum restricts the 

expressive power. Therefore the next task of building SW is to enrich the ontology 

representation language layer. 

43 DAML+OIL 

The debut of DAML+OIL appeared as an important event for the SW language 

development. DAML+OIL is an ontology representation language which is based on the 
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XML syntax, combining with the existing SW standard RDF(S), adding the formal rigor 

of a very expressive description logic SHIQ, and trying to describe the world in an 

object-oriented approach, as shown in Figure 13. The logic-based feature of DAML+OIL 

specifically advances the automated process of the SW information [Horrocks, Patel-

Schneider & Harmelen 2002]. From the view of history, DAML+OIL is the result of 

merging Ontology Inference Layer (OIL, by European Union IST programme for 

Information Society Technologies) and DARP A Agent Markup Language (DAML, by 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency). Later, DAML+OIL became the prototype 

ofOntology Web Language (OWL) which is now the W3C standard ontology language. 

Description logic 

Figure 13: DAML+OIL's three roots 

4.3.1 DAML+OIL Primitives 

As a successor of RDF(S), DAML+OIL has adopted most of the characteristics of 

RDF(S). DAML+OIL is written in RDF, that is, a DAML+OIL ontology (or knowledge 

base) is a collection RDF triples [Harmelen et al 2001b]. And DAML+OIL is tightly 

integrated with RDFS. On one side DAML+OIL's machine readable specification is 

expressed in RDFS, . and some of the basic primitives of DAML+OIL are inherited 

directly from RDFS (e.g. daml:Class is a subclass of rdfs:Class). On the other side 

DAML+OIL is intended to extend the expressive power ofRDFS, and to enable effective 

automated reasoning [Horrocks, Patel-Schneider & Harmelen 2002]. 

DAML+OIL (version of March 2001) <livides the world into two parts, datatype domain 

and object domain. The datatype domain consists of the concrete values that belong to 

XML Schema datatypes, such as "string" and "integer". The main reason of combining 

datatypes is because dataypes are already sufficiently structured; it is therefore not 

appropriate to form new classes of datatypes using DAML+OIL [Hollunder & Baader 
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1991]. Object domain consists of objects which are instances of classes defined in the 

DAML+OIL file. DAML+OIL is mostly concemed with definitions of classes and 

pertinent properties. Its core language primitives which are not provided in RDF(S) can 

be organized in the following categories. A complete reference on DAML+OIL 

primitives is provided on the DAML official site25
. 

• Class elements (such as daml:Class) are used to declare and define classes. 

• Class combination primitives (such as daml:intersectionüf, daml:unionüf, 

daml:complementüf) define the logical relations between classes. 

• Property restriction primitives ( such as daml:toClass, daml:hasClass, daml:has Value, 

daml:cardinality) apply corresponding limits on the target classes or values of the properties. 

• Property elements (such as daml:TransitiveProperty, daml:equivalentTo, 

daml:inverseOf) indicate the relationships and natures of the defined properties. 

To help understand better DAML+OIL's syntax and primitives, Figure 14 contains a 

piece of example which illustrates a class "Computer" and its property "hasCPU", and 

restricts that a computer must have at least one CPU, which is the object of class "CPU". 

<rdf:RDF 
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs ="http:/ /www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:daml =http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil# 
xmlns ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/computer-ont#"> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Computer"> 
<rdfs:comment>This is the Class for ail computers</rdfs:comment> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasCPU"/> 

<daml:Class rdf: ID="Computer"> 
<rdfs :subClassOf-> 

<daml:Restriction daml: minCardinalityQ = "1" > 
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasCPU/> 
<daml:hasClassQ rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/computer-component-ont#CPU"/> 

</ daml:Restriction> 
</rdfs: subClassOf-> 

</daml:Class> 

</rdf:RDF> 

Figure 14: DAML+OIL example 

25 http :/ /www.daml.org/2001/03/reference 
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4.3.2 DAML+OIL versus Description Logic 

From a formai point of view, DAML+OIL can be seen to be equivalent to a very 

expressive description logic: SHIQ plus datatypes, written as SHIQ(TJ). A DAML+OIL 

ontology is corresponding to a DL terminology (Tbox). As a DAML+OIL ontology is 

primarily composed of class expressions (property expressions serve class expressions), 

which are constructed by URis and various constructors, the expressive power of this 

language is determined by the class ( and property) constructors supported, and by the 

kinds of axiom supported [Horrocks, Patel-Schneider & Harmelen 2002]. 

Table 2 summarizes the class constructors in DAML+OIL tags and their expressions in 

DL syntax [Horrocks, Patel-Schneider & Harmelen 2002]. Recall that in DL, concept 

constructors include union, intersection, forall, existential, negation, and number 

restrictions. 

Table 2: DAML+OIL class constructors 

DAML+OIL Primitive DL Syntax Example 

intersection Of C1 n ... n Cn Scientist n Artist 

unionüf C1 u ... u Cn Father u Mother 

complementüf -,c -,Uni verse 

oneüf {x1... Xn} { earth, mars, venus} 

toClass VR.C VhasProfession.Doctor 

hasClass :3R.C :3 hasFavorite.Fishing 

hasValue 3R. {x1... Xn} :3 hasChild. {Harry, William} 

cardinalityQ =nR.C = 1 hasBirthday.Date 

minCardinalityQ ~nR.C 3 hasExperience.Domain 

maxCardinalityQ ~nR.C 1 hasSpouse.Spouse 

Table 3 summarizes the axioms that are supported by DAML+OIL. These axioms make it 

possible to assert subsumption or equivalence with respect to classes or properties, the 

disjointness of classes, the equivalence or non-equivalence of individuals (resources ), and 

various properties of properties [Horrocks, Patel-Schneider & Harmelen 2002]. 
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Table 3: DAML+OIL axioms 

DAML+OIL Primitive DL Syntax Example 

subClassOf C1 _ç C2 Father _ç Man 

sameClassAs C1 = C2 Father = Dad 

subPropertyOf RI _ç R2 hasFather _ç hasParents 

sameProperty As R1 =R2 hasF ather = hasDad 

disjointWith C1 _ç -,C2 Man _ç -, Woman 

samelndividualAs {x1} = {xi} { Venus} = { moming star} 

differentlndividualFrom {x1} _ç -,{xi} {goddess venus} _ç -, { star venus} 

inverseüf RI= R2- hasWife - hasHusband-

transitiveProperty R+ !:R biggerThan + _ç biggerThan 

uniqueProperty T _ç ~lR T _ç 1 hasMother 

unambiguousProperty T _ç 1 R- T _ç 1 isMotherOt 

In Table 2 and Table 3, we can find the DL expression for every DAML+OIL 

constructors and axioms, which are having the same semantics. Their only difference is 

in syntax. Comparing to DL, DAML+OIL is using a quite verbose syntax, which, as we 

know, cornes from XML and RDF. Furthermore, as all the basic constructors and axioms 

of DL can find their corresponding DAML+OIL primitives, it means that DAML+OIL 

language has at least the same expressiveness as a basic DL. By arbitrarily complex 

nesting ofDAML+OIL constructors and axioms, various ontology files can be expressed. 

More important, DAML+OIL reasoning can be supported by DL reasoning algorithms 

and systems. 

4.3.3 Reasoning in DAML+OIL 

As said, the correspondence between DAML+OIL and DL can facilitate reasoning on 

DAML+OIL. The design goal of DAML+OIL is that the key inference problems in the 

language should be decidable, especially in the class consistency/subsumption problem, 

to which most other inference problems can be reduced [Horrocks 2002], as introduced in 

the part of DL. Reasoning is useful for ontology developing, maintaining, deployment, 
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and integration [Horrocks 2002]. For example, class consistency and subsumption 

reasoning can help check for logically inconsistent classes and implicit subsumption 

relationships. With a well deployed DAML+OIL ontology, reasoning will be able to 

support the higher intelligent software or systems. For example, it will help determine if a 

set of facts is consistent with respect to an ontology structure, or determine if a given 

individual is implicitly an instance of a class type. 

For the reasoning on datatype part, DAML+OIL reasoners can either choose to 

implement their own type checkers or choose to utilize/integrate extemal existing 

validators [Horrocks 2002]. The complete disjointness of object domain and datatype 

domain of DAML+OIL design ensures that the hybrid DAML+OIL reasoner is sound 

and complete if both object reasoner and datatype reasoner are sound and complete 

[Horrocks 2002]. 

Though we have already had algorithms and implemented reasoners in DL, they are not 

yet capable of supporting the full features ofDAML+OIL. As indicated in [Tobies 2001], 

the complexity of reasoning on the satisfiability and subsumption of S1fIQ concepts, 

and extensionally, S1-CIQ knowledge bases is ExPTIME-complete26
• Since DAML+OIL 

generally equals to S1-CIQ , it has at least the complexity of EXPTIME-complete. 

Furthermore, as DAML+OIL supports individuals (such as oneOf and hasValue), this 

pushes its worst case complexity from ExPTIME to NExPTIME 27 [Horrocks 2002]. 

Currently there is no known decidable reasoning algorithm for the combination of these 

language primitives (DL TBox with inverse roles and individuals). Therefore, developing 

a "practical" algorithm for the whole DAML+OIL language would present a major step 

forward in DL (and semantic web) research [Horrocks 2002]. Moreover, even if such an 

algorithm can be developed, it is unclear if even highly optimized implementations of the 

sound and complete algorithm will be able to provide adequate performance for typical 

web applications [Horrocks 2002], which will usually have large quantities of ontologies 

26 The complexiz class ExPTIME is the set of all decision problems solvable by a deterministic Turing 
machine in 0(2P n)) time, where p(n) is a polynomial function of n. A decision problem is in ExPTIME-
complete if it is in EXPTIME, and every problem in ExPTIME has a polynomial-time many-one reduction to 
it. 
27 The complexity class NEXPTIME is the set of decision problems that can be solvable by a non-
deterministic Turing machine in 0(2p(n)) time, where p(n) is a polynomial function of n. 
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as inputs. In total, there is still a lot of research to be done in DAML+OIL reasoning, 

which represents SW ontology language reasoning, and ultimately, the reasoning in 

complete description logics. 

4.4 OWL 

As another milestone on the road to Semantic Web, W3C announced the final approval of 

Web Ontology Language (OWL) on 10 February 2004. OWL is the W3C standard 

ontology language, building on RDF and RDF Schema, inheriting most of the features of 

DAML+OIL, supporting advanced Web search, software agents and knowledge 

management. OWL adds more vocabulary for describing properties and classes: among 

others, relations between classes, cardinality, equality, richer typing of properties, 

characteristics of properties, and enumerated classes [Mc Guinness & Harmelen 2004]. 

4.4.1 Difference from DAML+OIL and RDFS 

DAML+OIL has been the starting point and draft of OWL. In fact, they have just a few 

differences. Sorne major changes are as listed [Dean & Schreiber 2004]. 

• The name space was changed from http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil to 

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/ow1. 

• OWL incorporated some updates in RDFS, such as: cyclic subclasses are allowed; 

multiple rdfs:domain and rdfs:range properties are allowed and handled as intersection. 

• Qualified restrictions were removed, hence DAML+OIL properties hasClassQ, 

cardinalityQ, maxCardinalityQ, and minCardinalityQ were removed. 

• Sorne of the properties and classes in DAML+OIL are renamed in OWL, such as 

daml:hasClass is renamed to owl:some ValuesFrom and daml:toClass is renamed to 

owl:allValuesFrom. 

• A new property type owl: SymmetricProperty was added in OWL. 

• The class element daml:disjointUnionüf was removed, since it can be effected by 

using owl:unionüf or rdfs:subClassüf and owl:disjointWith. 
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4.4.2 Three Sublanguages of OWL 

OWL has three sublanguages, namely OWL Lite, OWL DL (DL stands for Description 

Logic ), and OWL Full. These three languages are designed in increasingly 

expressiveness, in coping with needs of different user groups [McGuinness & Harmelen 

2004]. 

OWL Lite provides classification hierarchy and simple constraints. For example, it 

supports restricted cardinality, no nominals, no explicit negation or union. In description 

logics terminology, OWL Lite generally equals to S1-CI:F (V) , with an ExPTIME worst-

case complexity [Tobies 2001]. Existing DL systems such as FaCT and RACER are 

capable of inference in OWL Lite. 

OWL DL provides maximum expressiveness while retaining computational completeness 

and decidability. In the view of semantics, OWL DL is the closest language with 

DAML+OIL. OWL DL includes all OWL language constructs, but they can be used only 

under certain restrictions (for example, a class cannot be an instance of another class). 

These restrictions ensure the reasoning of OWL DL is decidable and tractable. Generally 

OWL DL equals to SJ-lTON (V) in description logics terminology. However, since 

DAML+OIL and OWL DL are entailed from the same DL family SH,TQ , the same 

reasoning problems discussed in DAML+OIL ( combination of acyclic TBox with reverse 

roles and individuals) remain unresolved [Horrocks, Patel-Schneider & Harmelen 2003]. 

OWL Full provides maximum expressiveness yet with no computational guarantees. 

OWL Full supports the same constructs as OWL DL except that it relaxes some of the 

constraints on language constructs and it allows free mixing with RDFS. Moreover, OWL 

Full allows an ontology to augment the meaning of the pre-defined RDF or OWL 

vocabulary as long as it maintains a valid RDF. At present stage, OWL Full is more 

theoretical than practical as there is no reasoning software be able to support complete 

reasoning for OWL Full. It may be more useful for ontology modeling. 

It may easily conclude that OWL DL is an extension of OWL Lite and OWL Full is an 

extension of OWL DL. OWL Full is an extension of RDF(S), while OWL DL and OWL 
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Lite are extensions of RDF(S) with restricted features. The main reason for having three 

sublanguages of OWL is for providing different language sets with different combination 

of expressiveness and reasonability (OWL Lite with least expressiveness and with most 

reasoning decidability; OWL Full with most expressiveness and least reasoning 

decidability), since expressiveness and reasonability are irreconcilable contradictions. 
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Chapter 5 

Reasoning Tools for the Semantic Web 

The Semantic Web is a complex, globally wide project, composing of multiple layers. 

The construction of the SW is relying heavily on tools as it is not possible to make it 

manually. For example, we need editors, parsers, and validators for language layers of the 

SW, translation or mapping tools to transfer existing working efforts to the SW standards, 

and tools for building, analyzing, or improving ontologies in the SW language files. 

Sorne representative tools are: Oi1Ed28
, OntoEdit29

, and Protégé3° for ontology editors, 

each supporting the SW languages to different extents; Jena 31 as a typical RDF, 

DAML+OIL, and OWL parser. Besides these construction tools, there is another group of 

tools which is concentrating on utilizing the SW. These tools or applications are supposed 

running on an already well built SW and their purpose is to make the SW produce useful 

results. For example, we need persistent storage and query tools for SW content; we need 

inference engines for deducing new knowledge from existing knowledge encoded in the 

SW; we need tools with function of application servers for hosting SW applications; and 

finally we need applications such as search engines and software agents adapting to the 

SW for benefiting SW users. In general, this group of tools or applications is still under 

development or is still in prototype phase. A full list of all kinds of SW tools can be 

found on the daml site32
. 

A successful and practical SW is indeed relying on groups of highly qualified tools for 

building and operating itself. Within them, the inference engines are particularly 

important, because they make machines understand and deduce the SW content and, in 

this way the SW makes a bigger breakthrough from current web. An inference engine is a 

glossary from artificial intelligence. It refers to the logic or program which operates on a 

knowledge base and draws conclusions on given questions or tasks. Here the SW is as a 

28 http://oiled.man.ac.uk/ 
29 http :/ /www.ontoprise.de/products/ ontoedit _ en 
30 http ://protege. stanford. edu/ 
31 http://www.hpl.hp.com/semweb/jena2.htm 
32 http://www.daml.org/tools/ 
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knowledge base providing the facts and rules. An inference engine feeds in SW files, 

reasons on it using an algorithm adapted to the logics set in the SW languages, and gives 

results when decidable. Presently there are already many inference engines extended or 

developed for reasoning on different SW languages, such as Jess33
, CWM34

, XSB35
, 

JTP36
, TRIPLE37

, Pellet38, FOWL39
, Euler4°, Cerebra41

, FacT42, and RAcER43 • Following 

five inference engines are selected and introduced respectively as representatives for 

certain SW languages. Table 4 presents a comparison on their basic characteristics. 

5.1 4Suite 

4suite is a python-based toolkit for XML and RDF development. It allows users to take 

advantage of standard XML technologies rapidly and to develop and integrate W eb-based 

applications. At the core of 4Suite is a library of integrated tools for XML processing, 

implementing open technologies such as DOM, RDF, XSLT, XInclude, XPointer, XLink, 

XPath, XUpdate, RELAX NG, and XML/SGML Catalogs. Layered upon this is an XML 

and RDF data repository and server. The server supports multiple methods of data access, 

query, indexing, transformation, rich linking, and rules processing. It provides the data 

infrastructure of a full database management system, including transactions and 

concurrency support, access control, and a variety of management tools. 

As we have seen, the 4Suite is rather an XML/RDF application server than a stand alone 

SW inference engine. But it has RDF inference modules embedded in their query engine. 

The low level approach to querying RDF models is mapping the RDF graph into an 

object (with properties of subject, predicate, and object) and retrieving the specific data 

33 http://herzberg.ca.sandia. gov /j ess/ 
34 http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/doc/cwm.html 
35 http://xsb.sourceforge.net/ 
36 http://www.ksl.stanford.edu/software/jtp/ 
37 http://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/frodo/triple/ 
38 http:/ /www.mindswap.org/2003/pellet/index.shtml 
39 http://fowl.sourceforge.net 
40 http://www.agfa.com/w3c/euler/ 
41 http://www.networkinference.com/ 
42 http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~horrocks/FaCT/ 
43 http://www.sts.tu-harburg.de/~r.f.moeller/racer/ 
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Table 4: Simple comparison of five inference engines 

Program Open Documenta- System System Ontology 
44Support 

Name Developer language source? tion support upto installation tool? sw 
date? language 

4Suite45 F ourthought Inc. Python Yes Low No Hard No RDF andC 

Ernest Friedman-Hill at No direct Jess46 Sandia National Java Yes High Yes Easy Yes 
Laboratories support 

TRIPLE47 Michael Sintek, Stefan Java Yes Low No Hard Yes RDF(S), 
Decker, and Andreas Harth DAML+OIL 

Gleb Frank at Knowledge 
Systems Laboratory of DAML+üIL JTp48 Computer Science, Java Yes Medium Yes Easy Yes 
Department in Stanford OWLDL 
University 

Pellet49 Maryland Information and Java Yes Low Yes Hard Yes OWLDL N etwork Dynamics Lab 

44 This column lists the SW languages which the system explicitly declares to support. However, if the system supports DAML+OIL, obviously it supports 
RDF(S). Also supporting OWL DL will support OWL Lite. 
45 http://4suite.org/index.xhtml 
46 http://herzberg.ca.sandia.gov/jess/index.shtml 
47 http://triple.semanticweb.org/ 
48 http ://ksl.stanford.edu/ software/jtp/ 
49 http://www.mindswap.org/2003/pellet/index.shtml 
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by a simple pattern match. As a higher level approach, the developers of 4Suite also 

provide a powerful querying language called Versa50
. Versa defines a syntax for querying 

a RDF model that allows more powerful patterns to be expressed for retrieving meta-data 

[Ogbuji 2002]. It allows traversa! of arcs, processing of node contents, and general 

expression evaluation. Versa focuses on the nodes and arcs in the RDF model rather than 

looking at the model as a collection of triples. It provides a core data model and a very 

rich set of functions and primitives for flexible query. Versa also provides facilities -

such as full boolean logic and set operations, transitive operations, aggregates, substring 

matching, and other core data type manipulations - that are lacking in many other RDF 

query systems. 

In total, the 4suite platform is a successful SW application which has integrated XML 

and RDF technologies into commercial companies and organizations, though at a low 

SW language level. 

5.2 Jess 

Jess is a rule engine and scripting environment written entirely in Java language. Jess was 

originally inspired by the CLIPS51 expert system shell, but has grown into a complete, 

distinct, dynamic environment of its own. U sing Jess, you can build Java software that 

has the capacity to "reason" using knowledge you supply in the form of declarative rules. 

Like CLIPS, Jess uses the Rete algorithm to process rules, a very efficient mechanism for 

solving the difficult many-to-many matching problem. Jess adds many features to CLIPS, 

including backwards chaining, working memory queries, and the ability to manipulate 

and directly reason about Java objects. 

The Rete algorithm is an efficient match method for comparing many patterns to many 

objects in a production system. The simple pattern matching method usually spends most 

of the time on the repeated comparing on the elements in the working memory and the 

LHS (left-hand side) of productions. The Rete algorithm avoids iterating on the working 

50 http://uche.ogbuji.net/uche.ogbuji.net/tech/rdf/versa/ 
51 http://www.ghg.net/clips/CLIPS.html 
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memory by constructing and storing a dynamic index which is a list of elements and 

patterns that they match. The index is a tree-structured sorting network for the 

productions [Forgy 1982]. Bach node of the network represents one or more tests 

compiled from the LHS of production rules. When elements are added or removed from 

the working memory, they are filtered all the way down to the bottom of the network. If it 

passes all the test of a particular rule, this rule may be fired and its RHS (right-hand side) 

is executed. In addition, optimizations on the network structure can make Rete even more 

efficient. 

With Jess, a tool called DAMLJessKB52 for reasoning with the SW is developed by the 

Drexel University. DAMLJessKB maps DAML's semantics into facts and rules for use in 

Jess. In more details, it first uses Jena53 (a widely adopted RDF parser) to parse the 

DAML files into a stream of triples. Afterwards these triples are collected by 

DAMLJessKB and asserted into a production system, that is, Jess, along with the rules 

derived from the DAML semantics [Kopena & Regli 2003]. Thus Jess can do the 

reasoning and retum results to DAMLJessKB. Roughly speaking, DAMLJessKB 

currently supports subsumption and classification for the description logic ACEN. lt 
also provides some additional support for other elements of DAML, e.g. forward 

chaining of transitive properties as well as subsumption of and classification on datatypes 

define by XML Schema. Similar as DAMLJessKB, another tool named OWLJessKB54 is 

recently developed by the same institute, providing the reasoning support for the OWL 

language. 

5.3 TRIPLE 

TRIPLE is the name of a layered rule language for RDF query, inference, and 

transformation. An inference engine is built on it which can be viewed as a successor of 

SiLRI55 (Simple Logic-based RDF Interpreter). TRIPLE is based on Hom logic, and 

borrows many basic features from F-Logic. One of the most important differences to F-

52 http://edge.cs.drexel.edu/assemblies/software/damljesskb/damljesskb.html 
53 http://hp1.hp.com/semweb 
54 http://edge.cs.drexel.edu/assemblies/software/owljesskb/ 
55 http://ontobroker.semanticweb.org/silri/ 
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Logic and SiLRI is that TRIPLE does not have a fixed semantics for obj ect-oriented 

features like classes and inheritance. Its layered architecture allows the semantics of 

object-oriented languages on top of RDF (like RDF Schema, Topic Maps, UML) to be 

defined with rules [Sintek & Decker 2001]. TRIPLE files can be compiled into Hom 

logic programs and enacted by Pro log systems like XSB56
. 

TRIPLE language provides a prolog-like syntax. It syntactically extended Hom logic to 

support RDF primitives like namespaces, resources, statements, and reifications. An RDF 

statement in TRIPLE is written as subject[predicate • object]. Statements and Hom 

atoms are written as atom@model, where atom is a statement, several combined 

statements, or Hom atom and mode! is a model specification (i.e., a resource denoting a 

model). TRIPLE also allows Skolem functions as model specifications. And TRIPLE 

uses the usual set of connectives and quantifiers (i.e., A, v, --,, V, :3) for building formulae 

from statements and Hom atoms. As said, TRIPLE allows the semantics of other RDF 

extended languages like RDFS to be defined by TRIPLE within the range of Hom logic. 

In the definitions of RDFS, it encloses all the RDFS specifications and plus derived rules. 

For example, the following rule defines the relation of the type property and subClassOf 

property: 'iO,T O[type • T] :3S (S[subClassOf • T] /\ O[type • S]). 

Description logic extensions of RDF(S) like DAML+OIL that cannot be handled directly 

by Hom logic are provided as modules to interact with a description logic classifier, 

Racer. This results in a hybrid rule language integrating Hom rules and description logic. 

Note that as in TRIPLE neither the Hom rules nor the description logic partis restricted 

in any way, it results in an incomplete language. From another point of view, TRIPLE's 

layered structure shows a possible coalition of many RDF based languages with different 

semantics, and its model concept enables the transformation of model, thus enabling 

knowledge base and ontology mapping/integration tasks for the distributed Semantic 

Web [Sintek & Decker 2001]. It is a powerful and pragmatic rule and transformation 

language. 

56 http://xsb.sourceforge.net/ 
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5.4 JTP 

Java Theorem Prover (JTP) is an object-oriented modular reasoning system with 

extension to reason on DAML+OIL. The reasoner allows users to load DAML+OIL KBs 

and ask queries through a command line interface or programming interface. 

5.4.1 Architecture of JTP 

JTP system is originally designed for hybrid reasoning purpose, that is, for multiple 

reasoning tasks in both domain-specific and task-specific context. In achieving this, the 

JTP architecture is organized into layered abstractions and is based on a very simple and 

general reasoning architecture [Fikes, Frank & Jenkins 2003]. At the most abstract layer, 

very few commitments are made about the representation language and the nature of the 

content the system is working with. At the top level of abstraction, JTP uses a first-order 

logic (FOL) representation language, i.e. KIF. The modules of JTP, called reasoners, 

carry out the reasoning job of JTP. According to their functionality, reasoners can be 

classified into two types, backward-chaining and forward-chaining. Backward-chaining 

reasoners process queries and retum proofs for the answers they provide. Forward-

chaining reasoners process assertions substantiated by proofs, and draw conclusions. 

There are also some special purpose reasoners such as telling reasoners which is invoked 

when a sentence is being added to the KB and asking reasoners which is invoked when 

the KB is being queried, and dispatchers which route goals and assertions to appropriate 

reasoners. The modular character of the architecture makes it easy to extend the system 

by adding new reasoning modules (reasoners), or by customizing or rearranging existing 

ones. The principal data structure that reasoners retum in response to queries and 

assertion is a reasoning step, an object representing a proof for some sentence. An 

example of typical modus ponens reasoning step in JTP looks like: ( <= (mortal ?x) 

(human ?x)), (human Bond) cornes to a conclusion (mortal Bond). Reasoning steps are 

often organized into a hierarchical proof tree. 
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5.4.2 Reasoning on DAML+OIL 

As we know, DAML+OIL is primarily based on description logic. Since description 

logics can be generally viewed as decidable subsets of first-order logic, it is, therefore, 

possible to use general theorem prover to provide reasoning services for ontologies 

embedded in DAML+OIL. Special reasoners for DAML+OIL are developed and added 

in JTP for loading DAML+OIL KB and performing reasoning tasks according to the 

rules built from DAML+OIL. JTP pre-computes most query answers and stores in a 

cache as KB is loaded. It feeds the parsed DAML+OIL triples though a set of forward-

chaining rules. When the triples match the rule premises, the rule is fired and new 

assertions are obtained. Inconsistencies and conflictions can also be detected by JTP. 

Examples oftypical axioms (rules) ofDAML+OIL are listed as follows. 

• If property p is the type of transitive property, it holds that the value of p for x is y, and 

the value of p for y is z, then it holds that the value of p for x is z. 

(• (and (Type ?p TransitiveProperty) 

(holds ?p ?x ?y) 

(holds ?p ?y ?z)) 

(holds ?p ?x ?z)) 

• If class c is disjoint with class si and s2 is subclass of si, then class c is disjoint with 

class s2. 

(• (and ( disjointWith ?c ?si) 

(subClassOf ?s2 ?si)) 

(disjointWith ?c ?s2)) 

• If the domain of property p is class d, and it holds that the value of p for s is o, then s 

is the type d. 

(• (and (domain ?p ?d) 

(holds ?p ?s ?o)) 

(Type ?s ?d)) 

As DAML+OIL uses the complementüf instead of explicit negation, the following 

axioms are used to relate negation with complements. 
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• If ne is the complement of e, then x is not type e iff when x is type ne. 

( • (complementOf?e ?ne) 

( <=> (not (type ?x ?e)) (type ?x ?ne))) 

• If r is the class of all objects that have y as a value of property o and nr is the 

complement of r, then y is not a value of p for x iff when x is type nr. 

( • ( and ( onProperty ?r ?p) 

(has Value ?r ?y) 

(complementOf ?r ?nr)) 

( <=> (not (holds ?p ?x ?y)) (type ?x ?nr))) 

According to the latest updates, JTP has had some reasoning abilities on OWL which is 

primarily based on the works of DAML+OIL. 

5.4.3 Characteristics and Usage Models 

The installation and usage of JTP is quite simple. It is able to load DAML+OIL KB 

directly from the Web if given the URI of the file. To load the KB is usually most time 

consuming job. The steady improvement of JTP has led to a great increase on its 

performance. It is able to load and pre-compute a KB in a few seconds (e.g. 6-8 seconds 

to load a lOK daml file on a P4 2.0GHz with 512 RAM). And querying on loaded KB 

only takes a few milliseconds. JTP is competent to reason on relations of subsumption 

and classification which are the two principle reasoning tasks of DL, and is able to show 

the proof tree both in text and visual mode. The queries can be made either by a 

colllmand-line user interface or by programmatic interface. Therefore, JTP can be used as 

a stand-alone inference engine, or be embedded into other systems providing inference 

functions. The following are a few of possible usage models. 

• Embedded reasoner. JTP is embedded in a larger system, preferably implemented in 

Java to minimize transition expenses. 

• Reasoning server. JTP accepts assertions, queries, and control commands over the 

network from clients. There are no limitations on client implementation. 
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• Core for a web-based reasoning system. JTP sits on the server and its functionality is 

exported through a web-based interface. This model can be combined with the 

previous one. 

• Core for a client-side reasoning system. JTP sits on the client machine, and a human 

user is accessing it through a UI layer. 

5.5 Pellet 

Pellet is a newly developed OWL DL reasoner based on the tableau algorithm 

specifically for the Semantic Web. Pellet is intended to provide sound and complete, 

decidable and generally efficient reasoning services for OWL lite, and as much of OWL 

DL as is currently known to be possible. It supports all the OWL DL constructs including 

the ones about nominals, namely owl:oneOf and owl:hasValue. As we have known that 

using these constructs with inverse properties causes problems in DL reasoning. Pellet 

uses a combination of known algorithms and provides reasoning that is sound and 

complete for OWL DL without nominals ( S1i'IN (V) in DL terminology) and OWL DL 

without inverse properties ( SHON (V) in DL terminology). It is provably sound but 

incomplete with respect to all OWL DL constructs ( S1iTON (V) in DL terminology). 

The architecture of Pellet is shown in Figure 15. Firstly, an OWL document is parsed and 

stored into a triplestore. As it is very difficult to work directly with triples for a tableau 

reasoner, the triples are transformed into something akin to the OWL abstract syntax 

(AS). Then the AS claims are separated into three parts: the TBox, the ABox, and the 

RBox (axioms about properties). Through a tableau reasoner, the results are produced. 

Pellet has the following special features either driven by OWL requirements or Semantic 

Web issues. 

• Ontology analysis and repair. Sometimes ontologies written in OWL DL break 

through the restrictions of OWL DL and become OWL full, which make the 

ontologies incomputable. Pellet incorporates a number of heuristics to help detect and 

repair them. 
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• Datatype reasoning. Pellet can test the satisfiability of conjunctions of datatypes 

constructed by XML Schema. 

• Entailment in Semantic Web. Entailment is one of the key inference problems in DL. 

Although entailment can be reduced to satisfiability, many DL systems do not support 

it. Pellet is implemented to support entailment. 

• Conjunctive ABox query. An ABox query answering module is implemented in Pellet 

using "rolling-up" technique. And algorithms to optimize the query answering are also 

devised by changing how likely candidates for variables are found and tried. Also 

exploiting the dependencies between different variable bindings helps us to reduce the 

total number of satisfiability tests thus speeding up the answer significantly. 

OWL Document 

RDFIXML 
Par$8r 

Triplestore 
----- (with minimal 

query) 

TBox 
Partitioner 

ABox 

Tableau 
Reàsoner 

CQn$lstency Judgement 

Figure 15: System architecture of Pellet 

While Pellet is quite new and only focuses on OWL reasoning, it is not well tried in the 

context ofthis document. However, according to the OWL Test Results report57 by W3C, 

it has passed most of the OWL DL language constructs tests, such as entailment tests and 

consistency tests, with a good rate. It should be a valuable reasoner for the Semantic Web. 

57 http://www. w3 .org/2003/08/ owl-systems/test-results-out 
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Chapter 6 

A Test Application of the Semantic Web 

6.1 Problem Description 

For the purpose of demonstrating a possible Semantic Web application in the future, a 

small application case is imagined and created with the SW languages and the SW tools, 

simulating a personal agent which helps a user, or say, a customer, to choose the 

appropriate computers, and gives advice on the related books meanwhile. In more details, 

when receiving the user's computer selection instructions, the agent identifies the user, 

analyzes the input data together with the implicit data from user' s personal profile written 

in SW languages, tums to computer vendors' products information site which is also 

written and published in SW languages, and retums the most related and suitable 

computers to user. When selecting the computers, the agent detects that if the user needs 

knowledge on computer operations and goes to the book store' s information site for 

choosing the proper books based on the computer selections. Finally, a combined answer 

is shown to the user. 

The purpose of such an application is not aiming to realize a practical software on the 

current Web. Any functionality limitations on the design or implementation could exist, 

but these are not the focuses ofthis application. Without any existing examples to follow, 

it is more imagined and coined than originated from a true user case, for giving a peek at 

one future application used in the context of the Semantic Web. 

6.2 System Design 

6.2.1 Language Selection 

For implementing a Semantic Web application, a suitable SW language is necessary for 

describing all the facts and rules. DAML+OIL is selected as the description language due 
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to its expressiveness, long existence, widely recognition, and tools support. As we have 

known, the XML and RDF has no capabilities of carrying logics, and RDF Schema has 

some basic description for class, properties, hierarchies, and reifications, but has no 

means to describe further complicated logic relations such as negation or existence. In 

this point of view, OIL, DAML+OIL, and OWL could all be the satisfying candidates. 

However, considering that within them, DAML+OIL has excelled the OIL and has 

existed more than three years. Its specifications are widely discussed and supportive tools 

are developed, in which aspects OWL seems have a little shortage as it is a quite new 

language. 

6.2.2 Tools and Platform Selection 

With the files of ontology description in DAML+OIL, an inference engine is essentially 

needed for making inference on the ontologies. There are several tools designed for 

supporting DAML+OIL reasoning, such as JTP, TRIPLE and DAMLJessKB. These tools 

are tried and reviewed based on several criteria. First of all, a relatively easy installing 

and using software could be a good choice. Secondly, the programmatic access is 

required as this inference engine will work at the background and be controlled and 

operated by other programs. Also, other criteria like documentation support, continuing 

updating, and software developing language are also considered. JTP seems to be the best 

choice at the time for my application by its strong reasoning support for DAML+OIL, 

easy programmatic access, documentation support, and continuing development. 

For the ontology construction, the ontology editing tool Protégé is used for building the 

drafts of ontologies which are modified later by hand. Java programming language and 

Java servlet is selected for programming this web-oriented application. And the IBM 

W ebSphere Studio Application Developer is selected for providing developing 

environment and servlet engine. 

6.2.3 System Structure 

In this system, shown as the Figure 16, the user has web pages as interface for input his 

selections based on some criteria and receive the results. The servlet SearchAgent.java 
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transfers the data to the ReasonComputer.java and ReasonBook.java for reasoning about 

computers and relevant books by the order. Statically, ReasonComputer.java and 

ReasonBook.java go to their superclass Reason.java for making queries with the JTP 

inference engine. With the preloaded ontologies and knowledge bases, JTP engine retums 

the results to ReasonComputer.java and ReasonBook.java for further processing. When 

receiving the final results ready for output, the SearchAgent.java firstly writes into an 

XML file combining the results of computers and books, and then the final results are 

shown on a webpage through the transformation of a XSLT file. 

Reason. 
java 

JTP 
engine 

Ontologies 
&KBs 

------------------------ --------------------------
~--~--~ .-----~----, 

ReasonComputer ReasonBook 

Web 

User 

SearchAgent.j ava 
(Servlet) 

.java 

XML XSLT 
file 

Web 
page 

User 

Figure 16: System architecture of a Semantic Web application 

From the user input, there are four input parameters which can effectually decide the way 

of reasoning about computers: user profile, the manufacturer preferred, the price 

preferred, and the possible purposes. As shown in the Figure 17, there is a general rule 

for the priorities of these four parameters: price has the first priority for selecting 

computers, and secondly the purpose, the lowest one is the user' s profile which, more 

specifically, is the user's favorite information in the file. The higher priority parameter 

should override the lower ones. The manufacture is an accompanying parameter for one 

more filtration of the results. With the different combinations of these parameters, the 

ReasonComputer.java switches to the accordingly reasoning function to get a list of 

qualifying computers. For the book reasoning, the only deciding element is the operation 

system of the selected computer. When the operation system of the computer and the 

usage of the book are matched, the book is selected. 
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purpose 
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Reason with 
manufacturer&purpose 

Reason book 

Output data 

Figure 17: The business logic for the combinations of parameters 

6.2.4 Ontology Design 

Four DAML+OIL files are created in this application to describe the ontology of 

computer, persona! computer's component, book, and customer. These files are: 

computer-ont.dam!, computer-component-ont.daml, book-ont.daml, and customer-

ont.daml. From these four ontologies, five instances are created for representing two 

computer vendors, one book store, and two different end users. These files are: computer-

instl .daml, computer-inst2.daml, book-inst.daml, customer-instl .daml, and customer-

inst2.daml. Please note that all these ontologies and instances are only part of or fragment 
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of the description of the real situation. An illustration on the relations of these files is 

shown in Figure 18. 

computer-
component-
ont.daml 

computer-
ont.daml 

Level of ontologies 

book-
ont.dam! 

-------
~r 

customer-
ont.daml 

computer-
is~tl.daml 

computer-
isnt2.daml 

book-
inst.daml 

customer-
instl.daml 

customer-
inst2.daml 

Level of KBs (instances) 

Figure 18: An overview ofDAML+OIL files 

The ontology file computer-component-ont.daml describes the component classes of a 

persona! computer, such as the CPU, hard disk, operation system etc, and their related 

properties and hierarchies. The details are shown in the Figure 19. 

ComputerComponent 
lnheritance 
•------• 

Hardware - Software Property range 

Class/Datatype 

os 
Harddisk RAMChip MotherBoard 

CPU Linux Windows MAC-OS 

IntelCPU PowerCPU XPHome XPProfessional 

Harddisk ~a!J!~ç_a_p~ci_tt .J XMLS: string 1 

RAMChip XMLS:string 1 

.___o_s _ ___,~ _h~~O.§.Y~~iE~ -~ XMLS: string 1 

Figure 19: The computer component ontology structure 
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The ontology file computer-ont.dam! describes the computer classes, the hierarchy 

classification of computers, the properties relating computer with computer components, 

the properties of computer's performance, the description ofpurpose, and several axioms. 

The details are shown in the Figure 20. 

Computer /~ XMLS:string 1 

/,,/ .... XMLS:nonNegativelnteger 1 ,, .... 

PersonalComputer /:~ .... //...--....J #CPU 
DatatypeProperty has!MG ~> :: .... ...-- .... ...-- .,~ #RAMChip 

•------• 
Property range 

Class/Datatype 1 

Inheritance 

DatatypeProperty hasPric~ ...-- ,.........--
ObjectProperty hasCPU .,...-- __ ,.........---- ---1 #Harddisk IBM 
ObjectProperty hasRAMChipr _____ _ 

ObjectProperty hasHarddisk .. - -----------~ #OS DELL 
ObjectProperty hasOS .. ----
ObjectProperty madeBy • - - - - - - - - - - - - - Manufacturer __ ____._---:__AP __ P_L_E_~ 
ObjectProperty hasPerformanc ---------

Laptop Desktop BasicPerformance AdvancedPerformance 

IBMLaptop DELLLaptop APPLELaptop MediumPerformance 

BasicPerformance r -_f.9r.Çl!.SiQ..lll~L-..j BasicComputerCustomer 1 

MediumPerformance r--fur.Çl!.S1Qm~--..i MediumComputerCustomer 1 

AdvancedPerformance r- _f9rÇy_sJ<2m~r--..j AdvancedComputerCustomer 1 

#Person rfo.rrllœ.Q~e-.J Purpose {Internet, Documentation, Programming, Game, Design} 

PersonalComputer h ~lhasCPU.CPU 
PersonalComputer h ~lhasRAMChip.RAMChip 
PersonalComputer h ~lhasHarddisk.Harddisk 
PersonalComputer h =lhasMotherBoard.MotherBoard 
BasicComputerCustomer = Persan n :3 forPurpose. {Internet, Documentation} 
MediumComputerCustomer = Persan n :3 forPurpose. {Programming} 
AdvancedComputerCustomer = Persan n :3 forPurpose. { Game, Design} 
PotentialComputerCustomer = Persan n :3 hasFavorite.FavoritelsComputer 

Figure 20: The computer ontology structure 

The ontology file customer-ont.daml defines the person class, the structure of a user's or 

a customer' s persona! profile, including properties on user' s persona! information, a 

structure on favorites, and several axioms. The details are shown in Figure 21. 
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Person ..,....._:--~ XMLS:string 1 

DatatypeProperty hasN amer,,. ,,, ,,, 1 1 

DatatypeProperty hasEmail•,,, ,,. ,,. ... #Computer 
ObjectProperty hasComputel:9' J 

1 
ObjectProperty hasBook •-- ---7 #Boo~ 
ObjectProperty hasFavorite .. _ -- Favorite 

FavoritelsComputer 

Favoritelslntemet FavoritelsGame 

Inheritance 
•------• 
Property range 

Class/Datatype 1 

F avoritelsSport 

FavoritelsFishin 

Computerüwner = Person n =lhasComputer.Computer 
ComputerUneducated = Person n V hasBook. -,ComputerBook 
#BasicComputerCustomer = Person n =3 hasFavorite.Favoritelslntemet 
#AdvancedComputerCustomer = Person n =3 hasFavorite.FavoritelsGame 

Figure 21: The customer ontology structure 

The ontology file book-ont.dam! describes book classes, part of the book classifications, 

and a few book properties and restrictions. The details are shown in Figure 22. 

Book 
DatatypeProperty hasTitle .. - _ 
DatatypeProperty hasAuthor • -:;_::_::_~~ XM 
DatatypeProperty hasContent .-

LS:string J 

• 1 1 

ComputerBook 1 1 PhilosophyBook 1 Inheritance 

+ 
ComputerOSU serManual 
ObjectProperty forOS •-----

Book ç =lhasTitle.T 
Book Ç lhasAuthor.T 

•------• 
Property range 

-~ #OS Class/Datatype 

PotentialComputerBookBuyer = #ComputerUneducated n #ComputerOwner 

Figure 22: The book ontology structure 

Based on these ontology files and instances files, simple or conjunctive queries regarding 

one file or combined files are able to retrieve designated data and inference conclusions. 
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An example query is as following, asking for the instances of PersonalComputer whose 

price is between 1000 and 2000, and these computers'CPU speed. 

(and (rdf:type ?computer computer-ont.daml:PersonalComputer) 
( computer-ont.daml:hasPrice ?computer ?price ) 
(rdf:value ?price ?pricevalue) (> ?pricevalue 1000) (< ?pricevalue 2000) 
( computer-ont.daml:hasCPU ?computer ?cpu) 
( computer-component-ont.daml:hasCPUSpeed ?cpu ?cpuspeed)) 

6.3 Results and Problems 

This example application functions well according to the established logics. Given the 

user input on parameters of manufacturer, price range, and purpose, the system analyzes 

user' s requirements combining with data in user' s persona! profile, and shows the most 

appropriate computers. For one example, if user has no selection on manufacturer, price 

range, or purpose, the system takes consideration on user' s favorite information which is 

retrieved from the DAML+OIL instance file. As there are corresponding logics between 

favorite and computer customer, logics between types of computer customer and different 

computers performance, and logics between each computer instance and performance, the 

inference engine can get the results on computers from the user favorite. User one who 

has a favorite on Internet, which is classified as a low level requirement, will be 

suggested four computers: IBM TP-R40, IBM TP-T23, Dell Inspiron-1000, and Dell 

Inspiron-1150, all of which are aiming to serve customers with lower level needs. At the 

same time, user will be suggested the suitable manuals for each suggested computer 

according to the operating system. These books are "Windows XP for Dummies" and 

"Windows XP Professional: A Beginner's Guide". Comparatively, User two who has a 

favorite on Game, which is classified as a high level requirement, will be suggested two 

computers: Apple iBook-M9627LLA and IBM TP-T41, which are aiming to serve 

customers with higher level needs. The suggested books are "Mac OS X: The Missing 

Manual", "Windows XP for Dummies", and "Windows XP Professional: A Beginner's 

Guide". 

Functionally, this application has implemented a user-oriented search which, if extending 

to a larger context, could be a step of search and selection for a b2c e-business service. A 
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second step of transaction can be possibly followed in order to help the user really 

purchasing a computer. However, there are several points quite different from the 

traditional e-business services. The searching service is separated and independent from 

the business sides. It is no longer offered by the vendor's web site and it may search and 

compare any vendor' s products as long as the product description is compatible. In this 

case, it is a little close to the function of web services. Although these functions could be 

implemented similarly with other technologies such as with relational database and APis, 

the implementation on a Semantic Web environment has great advantages on reducing 

manual programming works coping with different languages and programming interfaces. 

Therefore, the compatibility, flexibility, and scalability are improved. Furthermore, 

reasoning based on semantics realizes a complete and accurate product search. One more 

interesting phenomenon is that by migrating programming logics to ontology files, the 

corresponding programs are reduced, which in turn substantially reduced the 

programming workloads. 

Deficiencies exist on different aspects of this application. On system design side, the 

transition from searching computers to searching books is set statically by the program. A 

reasonable way to resolve it is to construct an ontology file higher than computer 

ontology and book ontology, stating the possible relationship of computer, book and 

other domains. The job of looking for other relating tasks for a computer purchasing task 

should be left to the inference engine. Another insufficient design is on book reasoning. 

The original design is to choose the suitable books based on the judgment if the current 

user is an instance of ComputerUneducated. However, due to the unavailability of JTP 

reasoning on the definition of ComputerUneducated, this step of judgment is omitted. On 

the implementation side, an underlying bug exists at the running time. Repeated 

searching operations within one user session may cause incorrect answers. It is because 

that JTP will reason all the loaded facts in the memory based on a forward-chaining 

search, and there is no way to unload any facts or knowledge bases. And it is not 

reasonable to re-load all the DAML+OIL files for each search operation as it takes 

considerably time for loading. For example, when loaded with user profile and user's 

purpose, the data on favorite and purpose will collide and affect the reasoning on 

BasicComputerCustomer, MediumComputerCustomer or AdvancedComputerCustomer. 
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Sorne possible JTP function deficiencies on DAML+OIL reasoning are found, though 

without any proof support of official documents. The major ones are: unavailability of 

reasoning on the combination of intersectionüf, toClass, and complementüf; 

unavailability of reasoning on cardinality restrictions; unavailability of reasoning on data 

types. 

A suggestion on DAML+OIL elements is that besides rdf:type, an additional element 

which retums the class, excluding all the superclasses, of a given instance would be 

practical. As DAML+OIL itself is a XML file, it is feasible to translate DAML+OIL to 

HTML by XSLT. However, deficiencies exist on current XSLT. For example, it can not 

recognize that "IBMLaptop" and "DELLLaptop" are both one kind of Laptop. Therefore 

the nodes on "IBMLaptop" and "DELLLaptop" have to be treated respectively. 

Noticeably, several projects58 on DAML XSLT are already on the way. 

6.4 The Semantic Web Applications 

Once a Semantic Web infrastructure is built up and put into use, which means that 

ontologies are set and published for a global access, most of the information on the Web 

are marked up in a SW way, and the proof and security issues are resolved, more active 

and intelligent services will be produced and offered to users in all kinds of application 

areas. Sorne major application areas are electronic commerce, web service, knowledge 

management, and e-leaming. Applying ontology based on a SW standard to describe data 

formats and business logics for electronic commerce would eventually eliminate the 

obstacles of finding and matching an ideal service provider. Playing an important role as 

an e-business service broker, the web service itself will benefit from adopting the SW 

standards by taking advantage of sufficient but easy service description and automatic 

inference for integrating and discovering services. The efficacy of knowledge 

management and e-leaming projects will be remarkably improved with SW techniques. 

A standardized way of knowledge representation will be easier to integrate with other 

knowledge resources and the utilization of reasoning service will help prepare a more 

58 http :/ /www.daml.org/tools/wishlist.html#xslt 
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reasonable and efficient way for education or knowledge discovery. In total, all the Web-

based applications which employ or rely on ontologies would be benefit in two aspects 

from adopting the SW standards: the globally standard metadata description and tools 

support, especially inference tools which help on precise matching based on semantics. 

The example application shown in previous sections of this chapter is not applicable in a 

real Semantic Web situation because of deficiencies on the flexibility, scalability, and 

privacy protections. An extended system structure in a full SW context could be possibly 

as the one shown in Figure 23. After the user and the personal agent certify each other, 

the user gives a task of looking for computers for sale. The personal agent loads in user' s 

profile and decomposes the tasks. For each task, the agent contacts with a Semantic Web 

service switcher to get connected with corresponding service providers, such as the 

computer vending service. Inside the computer vending service, a crawler roams on the 

SW and gathers products information described with SW markup languages. These 

information or their metadata are stored in an RDF database, which can be operated by 

RDF queries. AU of these services access to the ontologies and knowledge bases on the 

SW to make inference for their ownjob responsibilities. 

User 

i 
User profile Ontologies and knowledge bases 

Persona! agent 

Inference engine 

Other services 

SW service switcher ~----

Crawler 

SW content 
storage 

(RDF database) 

RDF queries 

Computer vending service 

Inference engine 

Figure 23: The extended system structure on SW 
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Conclusion 

Retrospect on the whole thesis, key theories and technologies surrounding the Semantic 

Web are introduced and explained. First of all, the structure of the Semantic Web is 

presented, from a view of mixed combination of languages, concepts, and 

implementation issues. Then two essential theories of the SW, ontology and description 

logics, are introduced. As an application of these theories and an adaptation of web 

markup languages, various SW representation languages have been proposed. The W3C 

standard languages and other widely accepted languages are introduced. This 

presentation is followed by a comparison and a discussion of several inference tools 

which are deemed as the basic SW tools that help construct SW applications. Finally an 

example application is presented and some SW application domains are described. In 

general, this thesis explores the Semantic Web from different levels, whether from its 

deep theoretical root, from its implementation, or from its practical use. With this thesis, 

the SW novices should have a clear idea on the SW about how it is originated and 

constructed, and in which way it can be used. Inevitably, there are various limitations in 

this thesis. The theoretical part is introduced based on an informative purpose. The 

exploration on the reasoning of description logics is not deep and extensive enough. The 

ontology construction and ontology integration are not fully discussed. For the part on 

Semantic Web languages and tools, only the main stream languages and tools are 

discussed. There are many relevant new technologies not mentioned such as XPath and 

RQL. And for the last part, introductions and discussions on some successful application 

cases in different application domains may be more helpful. 

As mentioned before, this thesis is a primer for understanding the Semantic We~. Diverse 

continuing works are possible from different starting points. An overall enrichment of 

this thesis would be a better exploration with respect to the current compact, introductive 

version. Besides, a deeper study on the description logics would result in a better 

understanding and improvement on the SW ontology languages. And the research on the 

description logics reasoning would help developing more effective and more efficient 

reasoning algorithms and reasoning machines. Also, studies on how to construct 
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ontologies while adopting the description logics would be a crucial technology for the 

initial development of the Semantic Web. For the tools that assist building the SW, there 

are more space for exploitation. Any tools which is as big as a fully functional inference 

engine or as small as an "ontology-to-graphs" transformation tool would be useful. Right 

now, it would be premature to design and build practical higher level SW applications 

due to the immaturity of the SW technology. However, adapting to or incorporating the 

SW technology into existing systems, such as an education tutoring system, for future 

compatibilities are interesting projects to explore. As a matter of fact, the project of an 

educational system on the SW is already launched59
. 

Until today, the Semantic Web is still in its early infancy. At this stage, works are mostly 

concentrating on the theory research, language specification settings, and ontology 

development. On the side of logics, efficient and decidable description logic algorithms 

for TBox, ABox, and datatypes are in crucial need. In particular, such algorithms must 

consider about the scalability issues of the Web. On the side of ontology, the task is even 

more important than logics as ontology is the entity that carries the semantics of the data, 

most of which contains few complex logics. However, the development in the domain of 

ontology engineering seems unclear and immature, not to mention the autonomie 

ontology mapping and integration tasks on the Web. On the side of ontology languages, 

the situation seems not so complex as long as this domain is supported by sufficient 

theoretical background. A new tendency is to combine the ontology languages with rules. 

However, the question on the practicality of a language, that is, is the language too simple 

or too expressive to use, could only be tested and improved via the real application 

development. While all kinds of applications which help build the SW sprout and boom 

from all the directions, it is too early to talk about SW applications. Whereas keeping 

awareness of the SW technologies would bring future benefits for any Web applications. 

Besides all of the above, many other important issues are still not on the schedule, such as 

the SW information security, constructing and hosting the common ontologies for global 

access and dynamic update, or providing tools for end user knowledge markup. 

59 http://www.lomet.org/ 
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In spite of all these undetermined factors, the future of a fully implemented Semantic 

Web is very attractive. The number of static HTML Web pages targeting at human 

consumption will decrease considerably whereas a large quantity of automated, self-

motivated, and intelligent services or agents will be created. Based on a globally 

accessible ontology infrastructure and more machine-readable contents, these agents can 

substitute human to browse the data, search and match the information, even draw 

conclusions and perform actions for human. These agents can exchange information 

based on a shared ontology without any preset programs. The data-centered Web will 

shift to a service-centered Web: the ontology services, the inference services, the search 

and match services, the service brokers themselves as one kind of service, the personal 

agent services, and so on. The Web will be extended to the full power with its semantic 

complement. 

While the full promise of the Semantic Web seems futuristic and unreachable, some basic 

semantic markups of the Web data would be in very practical use for the machines. The 

only problem left is the matter of size. Perhaps just as the emergence and growing of the 

World Wide Web, the Semantic Web would first appear in small ranges, such as 

academic communities, waiting for its maturity. Later on it would spread through 

industry domains and end users, when we will undergo, instead of the information 

revolution we have gone through a few years ago, a knowledge revolution. 
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AppendixA 

DAML+OIL Files of Example Application 

computer-component-ont.daml 

<!-- edited with XMLSPY v2004 rel. 3 U (http://www.xmlspy.com) by li (usherb) --
> 
<!-- ontology file: computer-component-ont.daml --> 
<!--?xml version='l.0' encoding='ISO-8859-1'?--> 

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:xsd= 11 http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:daml="http://www.daml.org/200l/03/daml+oil#" 
xmlns:dt="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/data-type#" 
xmlns:cmpt="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cpnt="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml# 11 

xmlns:book="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cust= 11 http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml# 11 

xmlns="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#"> 

<daml:Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<daml:versioninfo>v 1.0</daml:versioninfo> 
<rdfs:comment>simple ontology definition for computer components, 

including hardware and software</rdfs:comment> 
<daml:imports 

rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/200l/03/daml+oil"/> 
</daml:Ontology> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="ComputerComponent"> 
<rdfs:comment>This is the Class for all computer 

components</rdfs:comment> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Hardware"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ComputerComponent"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Software"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ComputerComponent"/> 
<daml:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Hardware"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<!-- ****CPU classes and properties**** --> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="CPU"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Hardware"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasCPUSpeed"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#CPU"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#string"/> 
</daml:DatatypeProperty> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="PowerCPU"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
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<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CPU"/> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="IntelCPU"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CPU"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<!-- ****RAM class and property**** --> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="RAMChip"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Hardware"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasRAMCapacity"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#RAMChip"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#string"/> 
</daml:DatatypeProperty> 

<!-- ****Harddisk class and property**** --> 
<daml:Class rdf:ID="Harddisk"> 

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Hardware"/> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasHDCapacity"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Harddisk"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#string"/> 
</daml:DatatypeProperty> 

<!-- ****Motherboard Class**** --> 
<daml:Class rdf:ID="Motherboard"> 

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Hardware"/> 
</daml:Class> 

<!-- ****OS Classes and property**** --> 
<daml:Class rdf:ID="08"> 

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Software"/> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasOSVersion"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#OS"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#string"/> 
</daml:DatatypeProperty> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Windows"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#OS"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="XPHome"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Windows"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="XPProfessional"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Windows"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Linux"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#OS"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="MAC-08 11 > 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#OS"/> 

</daml:Class> 

</rdf:RDF> 
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computer-ont.dam! 

<!-- edited with XMLSPY v2004 rel. 3 U (http://www.xmlspy.com) by li (usherb) --
> 
<!-- ****Computer ontology file: computer-ont 1.1.daml**** --> 
<!--?xml version='l.0' encoding='ISO-8859-1'?--> 

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:daml="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#" 
xmlns:dt="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/data-type#" 
xmlns:cmpt="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cpnt="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:book="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cust="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml#"> 

<daml:Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<daml:versioninfo>v 1.0</daml:versioninfo> 
<rdfs:comment>simple ontology definition for 

computer</rdfs:comment> 
<daml:imports 

rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/200l/03/daml+oil"/> 
<daml:imports 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml"/> 
<daml:imports 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml"/> 
</daml:Ontology> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Computer"> 
<rdfs:comment>This is the Class for all computers</rdfs:comment> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="PersonalComputer"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Computer"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<!-- ****PC has two subclasses: Laptop and Desktop**** --> 
<daml:Class rdf:ID="Laptop"> 

<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#PersonalComputer"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Desktop"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#PersonalComputer"/> 
<daml:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Laptop"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="#PersonalComputer"> 
<daml:disjointUnionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection"> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="#Laptop"/> 
<daml:Class rdf:about="#Desktop"/> 

</daml:disjointUnionOf> 
</daml:Class> 

<!-- ****Laptop has three subclasses: IBMLaptop, DELLLaptop and 
APPLElaptop**** --> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="IBMLaptop"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Laptop"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="DELLLaptop"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Laptop"/> 
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</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="APPLELaptop"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Laptop"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<!-- ****Three types of computers by their performance and their 
property**** --> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="ComputerPerformance"> 
<rdfs:comment>This is the Class defining the performance of 

computers</rdfs:comment> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="BasicPerformance"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ComputerPerformance"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="MediumPerformance"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ComputerPerformance"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="AdvancedPerformance"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ComputerPerformance"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasPerformance"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Computer"/> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#ComputerPerformance"/> 

</daml:ObjectProperty> 

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="forCustomer"/> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="#BasicPerformance"> 
<Cmpt:forCustomer rdf:resource="#BasicComputerCustomer"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="#MediumPerformance"> 
<Cmpt:forCustomer rdf:resource="#MediumComputerCustomer"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="#AdvancedPerformance"> 
<Cmpt:forCustomer rdf:resource="#AdvancedComputerCustomer"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<!-- ****Computer's common properties**** --> 
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasModel"> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PersonalComputer"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#string"/> 
</daml:DatatypeProperty> 

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasCPU"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PersonalComputer"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#CPU"/> 
</daml:ObjectProperty> 

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasRAMChip"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PersonalComputer"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-
ont.daml#RAMChip11/> 

</daml:ObjectProperty> 
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<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasHarddisk"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PersonalComputer"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-
ont.daml#Harddisk"/> 

</daml:ObjectProperty> 

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasOS"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PersonalComputer"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#OS"/> 
</daml:ObjectProperty> 

<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasIMG"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PersonalComputer"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#string"/> 
</daml:DatatypeProperty> 

<!-- ****restrictions on Computer common properties**** --> 
<daml:Class rdf:about="#PersonalComputer"> 

<rdfs:subClassOf> 
<daml:Restriction> 

<daml:minCardinalityQ>l</daml:minCardinalityQ> 
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasCPU"/> 
<daml:hasClassQ 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#CPU"/> 
</daml:Restriction> 

</rdfs:subClassOf> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="#PersonalComputer"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 

<daml:Restriction> 
<daml:minCardinalityQ>l</daml:minCardinalityQ> 
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasRAMChip"/> 
<daml:hasClassQ 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-
ont.daml#RAMChip"/> 

</daml:Restriction> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="#PersonalComputer"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 

<daml:Restriction> 
<daml:minCardinalityQ>l</daml:minCardinalityQ> 
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasHarddisk"/> 
<daml:hasClassQ 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-
ont.daml#Harddisk"/> 

</daml:Restriction> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 

</daml:Class> 

<!-- ****Manufacturer classes and their property**** --> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Manufacturer"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="IBM"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Manufacturer"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="DELL"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Manufacturer"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="APPLE"> 
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<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Manufacturer"/> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="madeBy"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Computer"/> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Manufacturer"/> 

</daml:ObjectProperty> 

<!-- ****other properties**** --> 

<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasPrice"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Computer"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#nonNegativeinteger"/> 
</daml:DatatypeProperty> 

<!-- **** Purpose **** --> 

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="forPurpose"> 
<rdfs:domain 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#Person"/> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Purpose"/> 

</daml:ObjectProperty> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Purpose"> 
<daml:oneOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection"> 

<Purpose rdf:ID="Internet"/> 
<Purpose rdf:ID="Documentation"/> 
<Purpose rdf:ID="Programming"/> 
<Purpose rdf:ID="Game"/> 
<Purpose rdf:ID="Design"/> 

</daml:oneOf> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="BasicComputerCustomer"> 
<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection"> 

<daml:Class 
rdf:about="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#Person"/> 

<daml:Restriction> 
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#forPurpose"/> 

<daml:hasValue rdf:resource="#Internet"/> 
<daml:hasValue rdf:resource="#Documentation"/> 

</daml:Restriction> 
</daml:intersectionOf> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="MediumComputerCustomer"> 
<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection"> 

<daml:Class 
rdf:about="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#Person"/> 

<daml:Restriction> 
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#forPurpose"/> 

<daml:hasValue rdf:resource="#Programming"/> 
</daml:Restriction> 

</daml:intersectionOf> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="AdvancedComputerCustomer"> 
<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection"> 

<daml:Class 
rdf:about="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#Person"/> 

<daml:Restriction> 
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#forPurpose"/> 

<daml:hasValue rdf:resource="#Game"/> 
<daml:hasValue rdf:resource="#Design"/> 

</daml:Restriction> 
</daml:intersectionOf> 

</daml:Class> 
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<!-- **** other axioms **** --> 
<daml:Class rdf:ID="PotentialComputerCustomer"> 

<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection"> 
<daml:Class 

rdf:about="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#Person"/> 
<daml:Restriction> 

<daml:onProperty 
rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#hasFavorite"/> 

<daml:hasClass 
rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/ ..... li/SW/customer-
ont.daml#FavoriteisComputer"/> 

</daml:Restriction> 
</daml:intersectionOf> 

</daml:Class> 

</rdf:RDF> 

customer-ont.daml 

<!-- ****Customer ontology file: customer-ont 1.1.daml**** --> 
<!--?xml version='l.0' encoding='ISO-8859-1'?--> 

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/l999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:daml="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#" 
xmlns:dt="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/data-type#" 
xmlns:cmpt="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/ ..... li/SW/computer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cpnt="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:book="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/ ..... li/SW/book-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cust="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#"> 

<daml:Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<daml:versioninfo>v 1.0</daml:versioninfo> 
<rdfs:comment>simple ontology definition for 

customer</rdfs:comment> 
<daml:imports 

rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil"/> 
</daml:Ontology> 

<!-- ****Person**** --> 
<daml:Class rdf:ID="Person"> 

<rdfs:label>Person</rdfs:label> 
<rdfs:comment>use this class to construct a profile of a real 

person</rdfs:comment> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasName"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#string"/> 
</daml:DatatypeProperty> 

<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasEmail"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#string"/> 
</daml:DatatypeProperty> 

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasComputer"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml#Computer"/> 
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</daml:ObjectProperty> 

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasBook"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-

ont.daml#Book"/> 
</daml:ObjectProperty> 

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasFavorite"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Favorite"/> 

</daml:ObjectProperty> 

<!--****Favorite **** --> 
<daml:Class rdf:ID="Favorite"> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="FavoriteisComputer"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Favorite"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="FavoriteisSport"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Favorite"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="FavoriteisFishing"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#FavoriteisSport"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Favoriteisinternet"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#FavoriteisComputer"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="FavoriteisGame"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#FavoriteisComputer"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<!-- **** Axioms **** --> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="ComputerUneducated"> 
<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection"> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="#Person"/> 
<daml:Restriction> 

<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasBook"/> 
<daml:toClass> 

<daml:Class> 
<daml:complementOf 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml#ComputerBook"/> 
</daml:ClaSS> 

</daml:toClass> 
</daml:Restriction> 

</daml:intersectionOf> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="ComputerOwner"> 
<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection"> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="#Person"/> 
<daml:Restriction daml:cardinality="l"> 

<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasComputer"/> 
<!--daml:minCardinality>l</daml:minCardinality--> 
</daml:Restriction> 
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</daml:intersectionOf> 
</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-
ont.daml#BasicComputerCustomer"> 

<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection"> 
<daml:Class rdf:about="#Person"/> 
<daml:Restriction> 

<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasFavorite"/> 
<daml:hasClass rdf:resource="#Favoriteisinternet"/> 

</daml:Restriction> 
</daml:intersectionOf> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-
ont.daml#AdvancedComputerCustomer"> 

<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection"> 
<daml:Class rdf:about="#Person"/> 
<daml:Restriction> 

<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasFavorite"/> 
<daml:hasClass rdf:resource="#FavoriteisGame"/> 

</daml:Restriction> 
</daml:intersectionOf> 

</daml:Class> 

</rdf:RDF> 

book-ont.daml 

<!-- edited with XMLSPY v2004 rel. 3 U (http://www.xmlspy.com) by li (usherb) --
> 
<!-- ****Book ontology file: book-ont 1.1.daml**** --> 
<!--?xml version='l.0' encoding='ISO-8859-1'?--> 

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/0l/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:daml="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#" 
xmlns:dt="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/data-type#" 
xmlns:cmpt="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cpnt="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml# 11 

xmlns:book="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cust="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml#"> 

<daml:Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<daml:versioninfo>vl.1</daml:versioninfo> 
<rdfs:comment>simple ontology definition for book</rdfs:comment> 
<daml:imports 

rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil"/> 
</daml:Ontology> 

<!-- ****Book**** --> 
<daml:Class rdf:ID="Book"> 

<rdfs:comment>This is the class for all books</rdfs:comment> 
</daml:Class> 

<!-- ****Book has two subclasses: ComputerBook and PhilosophyBook**** --> 
<daml:Class rdf:ID="ComputerBook"> 

<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Book"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:ID="PhilosophyBook"> 
<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Book"/> 
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</daml:Class> 

<!-- ****ComputerBook has one subclass: ComputerOSUserManual**** --> 
<daml:Class rdf:ID="ComputerOSUserManual"> 

<rdfs:comment/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ComputerBook"/> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="forO8"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ComputerOSUserManual"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#OS"/> 
</daml:ObjectProperty> 

<!-- ****Book properties and restrictions**** --> 
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasTitle"> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Book"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#string"/> 
</daml:DatatypeProperty> 

<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasAuthor"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Book"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#string"/> 
</daml:DatatypeProperty> 
<!-- It's possible to use 11 http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-

ont#Person11 as the range of this property, but considering of simpleness and 
necessity, I use XMLS String here as a first choice.--> 

<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasContent"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Book"/> 
<rdfs:range 

rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#string"/> 
</daml:DatatypeProperty> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="#Book"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 

<daml:Restriction daml:cardinality="l"> 
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasTitle"/> 

</daml:Restriction> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 

</daml:Class> 

<daml:Class rdf:about="#Book"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 

<daml:Restriction daml:minCardinality="l"> 
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasAuthor"/> 

</daml:Restriction> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 

</daml:Class> 

<!-- ****Axioms**** --> 
<daml:Class rdf:ID="PotentialComputerBookBuyer"> 

<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection"> 
<daml:Class 

rdf:about="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-
ont.daml#ComputerUneducated"/> 

<daml:Class 
rdf:about="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#ComputerOwner"/> 

</daml:intersectionOf> 
</daml:Class> 

</rdf:RDF> 
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computer-instl.daml 

<!-- ****Computer instance file: computer-instl 1.0.daml**** --> 

<!--?xml version='l.0' encoding='ISO-8859-1'?--> 
<l--?xml-stylesheet type='text/xsl' href='computervendorl.xsl'?--> 

<rdf:RDF 
xmlns:rdf ="http://www.w3.org/l999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs ="http://www.w3.org/2000/0l/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:xsd ="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:daml ="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#" 
xmlns:dt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/data-type#" 
xmlns:cmpt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cpnt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:book ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cust ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#"> 

<daml:Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<daml:versioninfo>vl.0</daml:versioninfo> 
<rdfs:comment>instances of Apple and IBM computers</rdfs:comment> 
<daml:imports 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml"/> 
<daml:imports 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml"/> 
</daml:Ontology> 

<!-- ****Instances of CPU**** --> 
<Cpnt:PowerCPU rdf:ID= 11 G4-1.5G"> 

<Cpnt:hasCPUSpeed>PowerPC G4 1.SGHz</cpnt:hasCPUSpeed> 
</cpnt:PowerCPU> 

<cpnt:IntelCPU rdf:ID="PM-1.7G"> 
<Cpnt:hasCPUSpeed>Pentium M 1.7GHz</cpnt:hasCPUSpeed> 

</cpnt:IntelCPU> 

<cpnt:PowerCPU rdf:ID="G4-l.33G"> 
<Cpnt:hasCPUSpeed>PowerPC G4 1.33GHz</cpnt:hasCPUSpeed> 

</cpnt:PowerCPU> 

<Cpnt:IntelCPU rdf:ID="PM-1.0G"> 
<Cpnt:hasCPUSpeed>Pentium M 1.0GHz</cpnt:hasCPUSpeed> 

</cpnt:IntelCPU> 

<cpnt:IntelCPU rdf:ID="P3-l.13G"> 
<cpnt:hasCPUSpeed>Pentium III 1.13GHz</cpnt:hasCPUSpeed> 

</cpnt:IntelCPU> 

<Cpnt:IntelCPU rdf:ID="P4-1.4G"> 
<Cpnt:hasCPUSpeed>Pentium IV 1.4GHz</cpnt:hasCPUSpeed> 

</cpnt:IntelCPU> 

<!-- ****Instances of Harddisk**** --> 
<cpnt:Harddisk rdf:ID="HD20G"> 

<cpnt:hasHDCapacity>20G</cpnt:hasHDCapacity> 
</cpnt:Harddisk> 

<Cpnt:Harddisk rdf:ID="HD30G 11 > 
<cpnt:hasHDCapacity>30G</cpnt:hasHDCapacity> 

</cpnt:Harddisk> 

<cpnt:Harddisk rdf:ID="HD40G"> 
<cpnt:hasHDCapacity>40G</cpnt:hasHDCapacity> 

</cpnt:Harddisk> 

<cpnt:Harddisk rdf:ID="HD60G"> 
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<cpnt:hasHDCapacity>60G</cpnt:hasHDCapacity> 
</cpnt:Harddisk> 

<cpnt:Harddisk rdf:ID="HD80G"> 
<Cpnt:hasHDCapacity>80G</cpnt:hasHDCapacity> 

</cpnt:Harddisk> 

<!-- ****Instances of RAM****--> 
<Cpnt:RAMChip rdf:ID="RAM512M"> 

<cpnt:hasRAMCapacity>512M</cpnt:hasRAMCapacity> 
</cpnt:RAMChip> 

<cpnt:RAMChip rdf:ID="RAM256M"> 
<Cpnt:hasRAMCapacity>256M</cpnt:hasRAMCapacity> 

</cpnt:RAMChip> 

<Cpnt:RAMChip rdf:ID="RAM128M"> 
<cpnt:hasRAMCapacity>128M</cpnt:hasRAMCapacity> 

</cpnt:RAMChip> 

<!-- ****Instances of OS****--> 
<cpnt:XPHome rdf:ID="WINXPHOME"> 

<Cpnt:hasOSVersion>Windows XP Home</cpnt:hasOSVersion> 
</cpnt:XPHome> 

<cpnt:XPProfessional rdf:ID="WINXPPRO"> 
<Cpnt:hasOSVersion>Windows XP Professional</cpnt:hasOSVersion> 

</cpnt:XPProfessional> 

<cpnt:MAC-OS rdf:ID="MAC-OS"> 
<cpnt:hasOSVersion>MAC OS X Vl0.3</cpnt:hasOSVersion> 

</cpnt:MAC-OS> 

<!-- ****Instances of Manufacturer****--> 
<cmpt:IBM rdf:ID="IBMCanada"/> 
<cmpt:IBM rdf:ID="IBMChina"/> 
<cmpt:DELL rdf:ID="DELLChina"/> 
<cmpt:APPLE rdf:ID="APPLEUSA"/> 

<!-- ****Instances of Performance****--> 
<cmpt:AdvancedPerformance rdf:ID="Advanced"/> 
<cmpt:MediumPerformance rdf:ID="Medium"/> 
<cmpt:BasicPerformance rdf:ID="Basic"/> 

<cmpt:APPLELaptop rdf:ID="iBook-M9627LLA 11 > 
<cmpt:madeBy rdf:resource="#APPLEUSA"/> 
<cmpt:hasCPU rdf:resource="#G4-1.SG"/> 
<Cmpt:hasRAMChip rdf:resource="#RAM512M"/> 
<Cmpt:hasHarddisk rdf:resource="#HD80G"/> 
<cmpt:hasOS rdf:resource="#MAC-OS"/> 
<Cmpt:hasPrice><Xsd:nonNegativeinteger 

rdf:value="3250"/></cmpt:hasPrice> 
<Cmpt:hasPerformance rdf:resource="#Advanced"/> 
<Cmpt:hasIMG>http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/imgs/apple-

M9627LLA.jpg</cmpt:hasIMG> 
</cmpt:APPLELaptop> 

<Cmpt:IBMLaptop rdf:ID="TP-T41"> 
<Cmpt:madeBy rdf:resource="#IBMCanada"/> 
<Cmpt:hasCPU rdf:resource="#PM-1.7G"/> 
<Cmpt:hasRAMChip rdf:resource="#RAM512M"/> 
<Cmpt:hasHarddisk rdf:resource="#HD60G"/> 
<Cmpt:hasOS rdf:resource="#WINXPPRO"/> 
<Cmpt:hasPrice><xsd:nonNegativeinteger 

rdf:value="5029"/></cmpt:hasPrice> 
<Cmpt:hasPerformance rdf:resource="#Advanced"/> 
<Cmpt:hasIMG>http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/imgs/tp-

t41.jpg</cmpt:hasIMG> 
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</cmpt:IBMLaptop> 

<cmpt:APPLELaptop rdf:ID="iBook-M9419LLA 11 > 
<Cmpt:madeBy rdf:resource="#APPLEUSA"/> 
<cmpt:hasCPU rdf:resource="#G4-1.33G"/> 
<Cmpt:hasRAMChip rdf:resource="#RAM256M"/> 
<Cmpt:hasHarddisk rdf:resource="#HD60G"/> 
<cmpt:hasOS rdf:resource="#MAC-O8"/> 
<Cmpt:hasPrice><xsd:nonNegativeinteger 

rdf:value="1950"/></cmpt:hasPrice> 
<Cmpt:hasPerformance rdf:resource="#Medium"/> 
<Cmpt:hasIMG>http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/imgs/apple-

M94l9LLA.jpg</cmpt:hasIMG> 
</cmpt:APPLELaptop> 

<cmpt:IBMLaptop rdf:ID="TP-X40"> 
<cmpt:madeBy rdf:resource="#IBMChina"/> 
<Cmpt:hasCPU rdf:resource="#PM-1.0G"/> 
<cmpt:hasRAMChip rdf:resource="#RAM256M"/> 
<Cmpt:hasHarddisk rdf:resource="#HD20G"/> 
<Cmpt:hasOS rdf:resource="#WINXPPRO"/> 
<Cmpt:hasPrice><xsd:nonNegativeinteger 

rdf:value="2299"/></cmpt:hasPrice> 
<Cmpt:hasPerformance rdf:resource="#Medium"/> 
<cmpt:hasIMG>http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/imgs/tp-

x40.jpg</cmpt:hasIMG> 
</cmpt:IBMLaptop> 

<Cmpt:IBMLaptop rdf:ID="TP-R40"> 
<Cmpt:madeBy rdf:resource="#IBMCanada"/> 
<Cmpt:hasCPU rdf:resource="#P4-1.4G"/> 
<cmpt:hasRAMChip rdf:resource="#RAM256M"/> 
<Cmpt:hasHarddisk rdf:resource="#HD20G"/> 
<Cmpt:hasOS rdf:resource="#WINXPHOME"/> 
<cmpt:hasPrice><XSd:nonNegativeinteger 

rdf:value="1499"/></cmpt:hasPrice> 
<Cmpt:hasPerformance rdf:resource="#Basic"/> 
<cmpt:hasIMG>http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/imgs/tp-

r40.jpg</cmpt:hasIMG> 
</cmpt:IBMLaptop> 

<cmpt:IBMLaptop rdf:ID="TP-T23"> 
<cmpt:madeBy rdf:resource="#IBMChina"/> 
<Cmpt:hasCPU rdf:resource="#P3-1.13G"/> 
<Cmpt:hasRAMChip rdf:resource="#RAM128M"/> 
<cmpt:hasHarddisk rdf:resource="#HD30G"/> 
<cmpt:hasOS rdf:resource="#WINXPHOME"/> 
<cmpt:hasPrice><xsd:nonNegativeinteger 

rdf:value="899"/></cmpt:hasPrice> 
<cmpt:hasPerformance rdf:resource="#Basic"/> 
<cmpt:hasIMG>http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/imgs/tp-

t23.jpg</cmpt:hasIMG> 
</cmpt:IBMLaptop> 

</rdf:RDF> 

computer-inst2.daml 

<!-- ****Computer instance file: computer-inst2 1.0.daml**** --> 

<!--?xml version='l.0' encoding='ISO-8859-1'?--> 

<rdf:RDF 
xmlns:rdf ="http://www.w3.org/l999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs ="http://www.w3.org/2000/0l/rdf-schema#" 
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xmlns:xsd ="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:daml ="http://www.daml.org/200l/03/daml+oil#" 
xmlns:dt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/data-type#" 
xmlns:cmpt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cpnt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:book ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cust ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#"> 

cdaml:Ontology rdf:about=""> 
cdaml:versioninfo>vl.0</daml:versioninfo> 
crdfs:comment>instances of Dell computerc/rdfs:comment> 
cdaml:imports 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml"/> 
cdaml:imports 

rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml"/> 
</daml:Ontology> 

<!-- ****Instances of CPU**** --> 

<Cpnt:IntelCPU rdf:ID="PM-1.SG"> 
ccpnt:hasCPUSpeed>Pentium M l.SGHzc/cpnt:hasCPUSpeed> 

c/cpnt:IntelCPU> 

ccpnt:IntelCPU rdf:ID="Celeron-2.6G"> 
ccpnt:hasCPUSpeed>Celeron 2.6GHzc/cpnt:hasCPUSpeed> 

</cpnt:IntelCPU> 

ccpnt:IntelCPU rdf:ID="Celeron-2.28 11 > 
ccpnt:hasCPUSpeed>Celeron 2.2GHzc/cpnt:hasCPUSpeed> 

</cpnt:IntelCPU> 

c!-- ****Instances of Harddisk**** --> 
<Cpnt:Harddisk rdf:ID="HD40G"> 

ccpnt:hasHDCapacity>40Gc/cpnt:hasHDCapacity> 
c/cpnt:Harddisk> 

ccpnt:Harddisk rdf:ID="HD30G"> 
ccpnt:hasHDCapacity>30Gc/cpnt:hasHDCapacity> 

</cpnt:Harddisk> 

<!-- ****Instances of RAM****--> 
ccpnt:RAMChip rdf:ID="RAM256M"> 

ccpnt:hasRAMCapacity>256Mc/cpnt:hasRAMCapacity> 
</cpnt:RAMChip> 

<Cpnt:RAMChip rdf:ID="RAM128M"> 
ccpnt:hasRAMCapacity>128Mc/cpnt:hasRAMCapacity> 

c/cpnt:RAMChip> 

<!-- ****Instances of OS****--> 
ccpnt:XPHome rdf:ID="WINXPHOME"> 

ccpnt:hasOSVersion>Windows XP Homec/cpnt:hasOSVersion> 
</cpnt:XPHome> 

ccpnt:XPProfessional rdf:ID="WINXPPRO"> 
ccpnt:hasOSVersion>Windows XP Professionalc/cpnt:hasOSVersion> 

</cpnt:XPProfessional> 

<!-- ****Instances of Manufacturer****--> 
ccmpt:DELL rdf:ID="DELLChina"/> 

<!-- ****Instances of Performance****--> 
ccmpt:AdvancedPerformance rdf:ID="Advanced"/> 
ccmpt:MediumPerformance rdf:ID="Medium"/> 
ccmpt:BasicPerformance rdf:ID="Basic"/> 

ccmpt:DELLLaptop rdf:ID="Inspiron-9200"> 
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<!--cmpt:hasModel>X31-2672B2U</cmpt:hasModel--> 
<cmpt:madeBy rdf:resource="#DELLChina"/> 
<cmpt:hasCPU rdf:resource="#PM-1.SG"/> 
<cmpt:hasRAMChip rdf:resource="#RAM256M"/> 
<cmpt:hasHarddisk rdf:resource="#HD40G"/> 
<Cmpt:hasOS rdf:resource="#WINXPPRO"/> 
<cmpt:hasPrice><xsd:nonNegativeinteger 

rdf:value="2299"/></cmpt:hasPrice> 
<Cmpt:hasPerformance rdf:resource="#Medium"/> 
<Cmpt:hasIMG>http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/imgs/dell-

9200.jpg</cmpt:hasIMG> 
</cmpt:DELLLaptop> 

<cmpt:DELLLaptop rdf:ID="Inspiron-1000 11 > 
<!--cmpt:hasModel>X31-2672B2U</cmpt:hasModel--> 
<cmpt:madeBy rdf:resource="#DELLChina"/> 
<Cmpt:hasCPU rdf:resource="#Celeron-2.2G"/> 
<Cmpt:hasRAMChip rdf:resource="#RAM128M"/> 
<cmpt:hasHarddisk rdf:resource="#HD30G"/> 
<cmpt:hasOS rdf:resource="#WINXPHOME"/> 
<cmpt:hasPrice><xsd:nonNegativeinteger 

rdf:value="999"/></cmpt:hasPrice> 
<Cmpt:hasPerformance rdf:resource="#Basic"/> 
<Cmpt:hasIMG>http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/imgs/dell-

lOOO.jpg</cmpt:hasIMG> 
</cmpt:DELLLaptop> 

<Cmpt:DELLLaptop rdf:ID="Inspiron-1150 11 > 
<!--cmpt:hasModel>X31-2672B2U</cmpt:hasModel--> 
<cmpt:madeBy rdf:resource="#DELLChina"/> 
<cmpt:hasCPU rdf:resource="#Celeron-2.6G"/> 
<Cmpt:hasRAMChip rdf:resource="#RAM256M"/> 
<Cmpt:hasHarddisk rdf:resource="#HD30G"/> 
<Cmpt:hasOS rdf:resource="#WINXPHOME"/> 
<Cmpt:hasPrice><XSd:nonNegativeinteger 

rdf:value="1299"/></cmpt:hasPrice> 
<Cmpt:hasPerformance rdf:resource="#Basic"/> 
<Cmpt:hasIMG>http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/imgs/dell-

llSO.jpg</cmpt:hasIMG> 
</cmpt:DELLLaptop> 

</rdf:RDF> 

book-inst.daml 

<!--?xml version='l.0' encoding='ISO-8859-1'?--> 

<!-- ****Book instance file: book-inst 1.0.daml**** --> 

<rdf:RDF 
xmlns:rdf ="http://www.w3.org/l999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs ="http://www.w3.org/2000/0l/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:xsd ="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:daml ="http://www.daml.org/200l/03/daml+oil#" 
xmlns:dt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/data-type#" 
xmlns:cmpt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/sw/computer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cpnt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:book ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml# 11 

xmlns:cust ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#"> 

<daml:Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<daml:versioninfo>vl.0</daml:versioninfo> 
<rdfs:comment>instances of books</rdfs:comment> 
<daml:imports rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml"/> 

</daml:Ontology> 

<book:Book rdf:ID="WizardOfOz"> 
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<book:hasTitle>The Wonderful Wizard of Oz</book:hasTitle> 
<book:hasAuthor>Lyman Frank Baum</book:hasAuthor> 
<book:hasContent>It aspires to being a modernized fairy tale, in which the 

wonderment and joy are retained and the heartaches and nightmares are left 
out.</book:hasContent> 
</book:Book> 

<book:PhilosophyBook rdf:ID="TaoTeh"> 
<book:hasTitle>Tao Teh Ching</book:hasTitle> 
<book:hasAuthor>Lao Tse</book:hasAuthor> 

</book:PhilosophyBook> 

<book:ComputerBook rdf:ID="WeavingWeb"> 
<book:hasTitle>Weaving the Web</book:hasTitle> 
<book:hasAuthor>Tim Berners-Lee</book:hasAuthor> 

</book:ComputerBook> 

<Cpnt:XPHome rdf:ID="WinXPHome"/> 
<cpnt:XPProfessional rdf:ID="WinXPPro"/> 
<Cpnt:MAC-OS rdf:ID="Mac-OS"/> 

<book:ComputerOSUserManual rdf:ID="XPDummies"> 
<book:hasTitle>Windows XP for Dummies</book:hasTitle> 
<book:hasAuthor>Andy Rathbone</book:hasAuthor> 
<book:forOS rdf:resource="#WinXPHome"/> 
<book:forOS rdf:resource="#WinXPPro"/> 

</book:ComputerOSUserManual> 

<book:ComputerOSUserManual rdf:ID="XPProBeginer"> 
<book:hasTitle>Windows XP Professional: A Beginner's Guide</book:hasTitle> 
<book:hasAuthor>Martin Matthews</book:hasAuthor> 
<book:forOS rdf:resource="#WinXPPro"/> 

</book:ComputerOSUserManual> 

<book:ComputerOSUserManual rdf:ID="MacOSManual"> 
<book:hasTitle>Mac OS X: The Missing Manual</book:hasTitle> 
<book:hasAuthor>David Pogue</book:hasAuthor> 
<book:forOS rdf:resource="#Mac-OS"/> 

</book:ComputerOSUserManual> 

</rdf:RDF> 

customer-instl.daml 

<!-- ****Customer ontology file: customer-instl 1.0.daml**** --> 
<!--?xml version='l.0' encoding='ISO-8859-1'?--> 

<rdf:RDF 

> 

xmlns:rdf ="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs ="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:xsd ="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:daml ="http://www.daml.org/200l/03/daml+oil#" 
xmlns:dt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/data-type#" 
xmlns:cmpt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cpnt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:book ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cust ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#" 

<daml:Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<daml:versioninfo>vl.0</daml:versioninfo> 
<rdfs:comment>instances of userl</rdfs:comment> 
<daml:imports rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-

ont.daml"/> 
<daml:imports rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-

ont.daml"/> 
</daml:Ontology> 
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<cust:Person rdf:ID="Tim"> 
<cust:hasName>Tim Berners-Lee</cust:hasName> 
<Cust:hasEmail>timbl@w3.org</cust:hasEmail> 
<cust:hasFavorite rdf:resource="#Fishing"/> 
<cust:hasFavorite rdf:resource="#Internet"/> 
<cust:hasBook rdf:resource="#Metaphysics"/> 

</cust:Person> 

<Cust:Favoriteisinternet rdf:ID="Internet"/> 
<cust:FavoriteisFishing rdf:ID="Fishing"/> 

<book:PhilosophyBook rdf:ID="Metaphysics"> 
<book:hasTitle>Metaphysics</book:hasTitle> 
<book:hasAuthor>Aristotle</book:hasAuthor> 

</book:PhilosophyBook> 

</rdf:RDF> 

customer-inst2.daml 

<!-- ****Customer ontology file: customer-inst2 1.0.daml**** --> 
<!--?xml version='l.0' encoding='ISO-8859-1'?--> 

<rdf:RDF 

> 

xmlns:rdf ="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs ="http://www.w3.org/2000/0l/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:xsd ="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:daml ="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#" 
xmlns:dt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/data-type#" 
xmlns:cmpt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cpnt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:book ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cust ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#" 

<daml:Ontology rdf:about=""> 
<daml:versioninfo>vl.0</daml:versioninfo> 
<rdfs:comment>instances of user2</rdfs:comment> 
<daml:imports rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-

ont.daml"/> 
<daml:imports rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-

ont.daml"/> 
<daml:imports rdf:resource="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-

component-ont.daml"/> 
</daml:Ontology> 

<cust:Person rdf:ID="Jiang"> 
<cust:hasName>Jiang Li</cust:hasName> 
<cust:hasEmail>Jiang.Li@usherbrooke.ca</cust:hasEmail> 
<cust:hasComputer rdf:resource="#TP-R32"/> 
<cust:hasFavorite rdf:resource="#NeedForSpeed"/> 

</cust:Person> 

<Cpnt:IntelCPU rdf:ID="P4-2G"> 
<Cpnt:hasCPUSpeed>Pentium IV 2GHz</cpnt:hasCPUSpeed> 

</cpnt:IntelCPU> 

<Cpnt:Harddisk rdf:ID="HD40G 11 > 
<cpnt:hasHDCapacity>40G</cpnt:hasHDCapacity> 

</cpnt:Harddisk> 

<Cpnt:RAMChip rdf:ID="RAM512M"> 
<cpnt:hasRAMCapacity>512M</cpnt:hasRAMCapacity> 

</cpnt:RAMChip> 

<cpnt:XPHome rdf:ID="WINXPHOME"> 
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<cpnt:hasOSVersion>Windows XP Home</cpnt:hasOSVersion> 
</cpnt:XPHome> 

<Cmpt:IBM rdf:ID="IBMChina"/> 

<Cmpt:IBMLaptop rdf:ID="TP-R32"> 
<cmpt:madeBy rdf:resource="#IBMChina"/> 
<cmpt:hasCPU rdf:resource="#P4-2G"/> 
<cmpt:hasRAMChip rdf:resource="#RAM512M"/> 
<cmpt:hasHarddisk rdf:resource="#HD40G"/> 
<cmpt:hasOS rdf:resource="#WINXPHOME"/> 

</cmpt:IBMLaptop> 

<cust:FavoriteisGame rdf:ID="NeedForSpeed"/> 

</rdf:RDF> 

computervenderl.xsl 

<xsl:stylesheet version="l.0" 
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" 
xmlns:rdf ="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs ="http://www.w3.org/2000/0l/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:xsd ="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:daml ="http://www.daml.org/200l/03/daml+oil#" 
xmlns:dt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/data-type#" 
xmlns:cmpt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cpnt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:book ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cust ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#"> 

<xsl:variable name='LowestPriceFirst'>l</xsl:variable> 

<xsl:template match="/"> 
<html> 

<head><title>Computer Big Sale!! !</title></head> 
<body> 

<h2>Computers in stock ... </h2> 
<table border="2" WIDTH="100%"> 
<tr bgcolor="#c0c0c0"> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font color="#330099">Computer 
Model</font></font></b></th> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font 
color="#330099">Manufacturer</font></font></b></th> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font 
color="#330099">CPUSpeed</font></font></b></th> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font 
color="#330099">RAM</font></font></b></th> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font color="#330099">Hard 
Disk</font></font></b></th> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font color="#330099">Operation 
System</font></font></b></th> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font 
color="#330099">Price</font></font></b></th> 

</tr> 

<xsl:for-each select="//rdf:RDF//cmpt:IBMLaptop"> 

<xsl:sort select="cmpt:hasPrice/xsd:nonNegativeinteger/@rdf:value" 
order="ascending" data-type="number"/> 

<tr> 
<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="@rdf:ID"/></font></td> 
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<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-
after(cmpt:madeBy/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 

<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-
after(cmpt:hasCPU/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 

<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-
after(cmpt:hasRAMChip/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 

<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-
after(cmpt:hasHarddisk/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 

<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-
after(cmpt:hasOS/@rdf:resource, 1 # 1 ) 11 /></font></td> 

<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of 
select="cmpt:hasPrice/xsd:nonNegativeinteger/@rdf:value"/></font></td> 

</tr> 
</xsl:for-each> 

<XSl:for-each select="//rdf:RDF//cmpt:APPLELaptop"> 

<xsl:sort select="cmpt:hasPrice/xsd:nonNegativeinteger/@rdf:value" 
order="ascending" data-type="number"/> 

<tr> 
<td><font face="Arial"><XSl:value-of select="@rdf:ID"/></font></td> 
<td><font face="Arial"><Xsl:value-of select="substring-

after(cmpt:madeBy/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 
<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-

after(cmpt:hasCPU/@rdf:resource, 1 # 1 ) 11 /></font></td> 
<td><font face="Arial"><XSl:value-of select="substring-

after(cmpt:hasRAMChip/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 
<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-

after(cmpt:hasHarddisk/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 
<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-

after(cmpt:hasOS/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 
<td><font face="Arial"><XSl:value-of 

select="cmpt:hasPrice/xsd:nonNegativeinteger/@rdf:value"/></font></td> 
</tr> 

</xsl:for-each> 

</table> 

</body> 
</html> 

</xsl:template> 

</xsl:stylesheet> 

computervender2.xsl 

<xsl:stylesheet version="l.0" 
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/l999/XSL/Transform" 
xmlns:rdf ="http://www.w3.org/l999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs ="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:xsd ="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:daml ="http://www.daml.org/200l/03/daml+oil# 11 

xmlns:dt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/data-type#" 
xmlns:cmpt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cpnt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:book ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cust ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#"> 

<XSl:variable name='LowestPriceFirst'>l</xsl:variable> 

<xsl:template match="/"> 
<html> 

<head><title>Computer Big Sale!! !</title></head> 
<body> 
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<h2>DELL Computers in stock ... </h2> 
<table border="l" WIDTH="l00%"> 
<tr bgcolor="#c0c0c0"> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font color="#330099">Computer 
Model</font></font></b></th> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font 
color="#330099">Manufacturer</font></font></b></th> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font 
color="#330099">CPUSpeed</font></font></b></th> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font 
color="#330099">RAM</font></font></b></th> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font color="#330099">Hard 
Disk</font></font></b></th> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font color="#330099">Operation 
System</font></font></b></th> 

<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font 
color="#330099">Price</font></font></b></th> 

</tr> 

<xsl:for-each select="//rdf:RDF//cmpt:DELLLaptop"> 

<XSl:sort select="cmpt:hasPrice/xsd:nonNegativeinteger/@rdf:value" 
order="ascending" data-type="number"/> 

<tr> 
<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="@rdf:ID"/></font></td> 
<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-

after(cmpt:madeBy/@rdf:resource, 1 # 1 ) 11 /></font></td> 
<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-

after(cmpt:hasCPU/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 
<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-

after(cmpt:hasRAMChip/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 
<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-

after(cmpt:hasHarddisk/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 
<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-

after(cmpt:hasOS/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 
<td><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of 

select="cmpt:hasPrice/xsd:nonNegativeinteger/@rdf:value"/></font></td> 
</tr> 

</xsl:for-each> 

</table> 

</body> 
</html> 

</xsl:template> 

</xsl:stylesheet> 

bookvender.xsl 
<xsl:stylesheet version="l.0" 

xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" 
xmlns:rdf ="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs ="http://www.w3.org/2000/0l/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:xsd ="http://www.w3.org/2000/lO/XMLSchema#" 
xmlns:daml ="http://www.daml.org/200l/03/daml+oil#" 
xmlns:dt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/data-type#" 
xmlns:cmpt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:cpnt ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml#" 
xmlns:book ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml# 11 

xmlns:cust ="http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml#"> 

<xsl:variable name='LowestPriceFirst'>l</xsl:variable> 
<xsl:template match="/"> 

<html> 
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<head><title>Computer Big Sale!! !</title></head> 
<body> 

<h2>Book in stock ... </h2> 
<table border="l" WIDTH="100%"> 

<tr bgcolor="#c0c0c0"> 
<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font color="#330099">BookType 

Model</font></font></b></th> 
<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font 

color="#330099">Title</font></font></b></th> 
<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font 

color="#330099">Authorc/font></font></b></th> 
<th><b><font face="Arial,Helvetica"><font 

color="#330099">For ... </font></font></b></th> 
</tr> 
<xsl:for-each select="//rdf:RDF//book:Book"> 

ctr> 
ctd>cfont face="Arial"><Xsl:value-of select="@rdf:ID"/></font></td> 
ctd><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of 

select="book:hasTitle"/></font></td> 
ctd><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of 

select="book:hasAuthor"/></font></td> 
ctd>cfont face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-

after(book:forOS/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 
</tr> 

</xsl:for-each> 
<xsl:for-each select="//rdf:RDF//book:PhilosophyBook"> 

<tr> 
ctd>cfont face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="@rdf:ID"/></font></td> 
ctd><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of 

select="book:hasTitle"/></font></td> 
ctd><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of 

select="book:hasAuthor"/></font></td> 
ctd><font face="Arial"><XSl:value-of select="substring-

after(book:forOS/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 
c/tr> 

c/xsl:for-each> 
<xsl:for-each select="//rdf:RDF//book:ComputerBook"> 

ctr> 
ctd><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="@rdf:ID"/></font></td> 
ctd><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of 

select="book:hasTitle"/></font></td> 
ctd><font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of 

select="book:hasAuthor"/></font></td> 
<td>cfont face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-

after(book:forOS/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 
c/tr> 

c/xsl:for-each> 
cxsl:for-each select="//rdf:RDF//book:ComputerOSUserManual"> 

ctr> 
ctd>cfont face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="@rdf:ID"/></font></td> 
<td>cfont face="Arial"><xsl:value-of 

select="book:hasTitle"/></font></td> 
ctd>cfont face="Arial"><xsl:value-of 

select="book:hasAuthor"/></font></td> 
ctd>cfont face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="substring-

after(book:forOS/@rdf:resource, '#')"/></font></td> 
c/tr> 

c/xsl:for-each> 

</table> 

</body> 
</html> 

</xsl:template> 

c/xsl:stylesheet> 
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AppendixB 

Program Files of Example Application 

index.html 

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<META http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=US-ASCII"> 
<META name="GENERATOR" content="IBM WebSphere Studio"> 
<TITLE>index.html</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<form method="post" action="http://localhost:9080/Semantic/SearchAgent"> 
<P align="center">User Profile: <SELECT name="user"> 

<OPTION value="l">Userl</OPTION> 
<OPTION value="2">User2</OPTION> 

</SELECT></P> 

<FIELDSET><LEGEND>User Requirements for Computer</LEGEND><BR> 
<TABLE border="0" width="812"> 

<TBODY> 

width="59"><IMG 

height="50 11 ></TD> 

<TD height="l" align="center" valign="middle" 

border="0" src="ico_monitor.jpg" width="S0" 

<TD height="l" valign="middle" 
width="l22">Manufacturer:</TD> 

</TR> 

<TR> 

</TR> 
<TR> 

<TD height="l" width="656"><8ELECT name="brand"> 
<OPTION value="0" selected>Select</OPTION> 
<OPTION value="IBM">IBM</OPTION> 
<OPTION value="DELL">DELL</OPTION> 
<OPTION value="APPLE">Apple</OPTION> 

</SELECT></TD> 

<TD height="l" align="center" width="59"><IMG border="0" 
src="money.jpg" width="46" height="46"></TD> 

<TD height="l" width="l22">Price range:</TD> 
<TD height="l" width="656"><8ELECT name="price"> 

<OPTION value="0" selected>Select</OPTION> 
<OPTION value="l">Less than $1000</OPTION> 
<OPTION value="2">$1000-1999</OPTION> 
<OPTION value="3">$2000-2999</OPTION> 
<OPTION value="4">More than $3000</OPTION> 

</SELECT></TD> 

<TD height="l" align="center" width="59"><IMG border="0" 
src="ico casefan.jpg" width="50" height="50"></TD> 

<TD height="l" width="l22">Purpose:</TD> 
<TD height="l" width="656 11 ><INPUT type="checkbox" 

name="purpose" 

name="purpose" 

type="checkbox" 

value="Internet">Internet <INPUT type="checkbox" 

value="Documentation">Documentation <INPUT 

name="purpose" value="Programming">Programming <INPUT 
type="checkbox" name="purpose" value="Game">Game 

<INPUT 
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type="checkbox" name="purpose" 
value="Design">Graphics Design</TD> 

</TR> 
</TBODY> 

</TABLE> 
</FIELDSET> 
<P></P> 
<P align="center"><INPUT type="submit" name="Submit" value="Submit"></P> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 

SearchAgent.j ava 

import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.StringReader; 
import java.io.StringWriter; 
import java.net.URL; 
import java.util.Enumeration; 
import java.util.HashSet; 
import java.util.Iterator; 
import java.util.Map; 
import java.util.Set; 

import javax.servlet.ServletException; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse; 
import jtp.ReasoningException; 
import jtp.context.daml.DamlReasoningContext; 

import org.apache.xerces.dom.Documentimpl; 
import org.apache.xml.serialize.OutputFormat; 
import org.apache.xml.serialize.XMLSerializer; 
import org.w3c.dom.Document; 
import org.w3c.dom.Element; 
import org.w3c.dom.Node; 
import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 

import com.jclark.xsl.sax.OutputMethodHandlerimpl; 
import com.jclark.xsl.sax.ServletDestination; 
import com.jclark.xsl.sax.XSLProcessorimpl; 

/** 
* @version 1. O 
* @author 
*/ 

public class SearchAgent extends HttpServlet { 
I** * @see javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet#HttpServlet () 
*/ 
private DamlReasoningContext _drc; 

public SearchAgent() 
super(); 

/** 
* @see javax.servlet.GenericServlet#void () 
*/ 
public void destroy() { 

super. destroy () ; 

/** 
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* @see javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet#void 
(javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest, javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse) 

*/ 
public void doDelete(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse resp) 

throws ServletException, IOException { 

/** 
* @see javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet#void 

(javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest, javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse) 
*/ 
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse resp) 

throws ServletException, IOException { 

String user= null; 
String manufacturer= null; 
String price = null; 
String[] purpose = null; 

Enumeration paramNames = req.getParameterNames(); 

if (paramNames.hasMoreElements()) { 
user= req.getParameter( 11 user 11 ); 

manufacturer= req.getParameter( 11 brand 11 ); 

price = req.getParameter( 11 price 11 ); 

purpose = req.getParameterValues( 11 purpose 11 ); 

int minp = O; 
int maxp = O; 
if (price. equals ( 11 1 11 )) 

maxp = 1000; 
else if (price.equals("2")) 

minp = 999; 
maxp = 2000; 

else if (price.equals("3")) 
minp = 1999; 
maxp = 3000; 

else if (price.equals("4")) 
minp 2999; 
maxp = Integer.MAX_VALUE; 

ReasonComputer rsnC = new ReasonComputer( drc, user); 
ReasonBook rsnB = new ReasonBook(_drc, user); 

HashSet cmpS = new HashSet(); 
HashSet bkS = new HashSet(); 

// reasoning with eight situations 
if ( !user.equals ( 11 0 11 )) { 

if (manufacturer.equals( 11 0 11 )) 

if (price.equals( 11 0 11 )) { 

if (purpose == null) { 
//switch to reasonWithUser 

cmpS = rsnC.reasonWithUser(); 
bkS = rsnB.ReasonWithUserComputer(cmpS); 

} 
else { 

if 

else { 
//switch to reasonWithUserPurpose 
cmpS = rsnC.reasonWithPurpose(purpose); 
bkS = rsnB.ReasonWithUserComputer(cmpS); 

(purpose == null) { 
//switch to reasonWithUserPrice 
cmpS = rsnC.reasonWithPrice(minp, maxp); 
bkS = rsnB.ReasonWithUserComputer(cmpS); 

else { 
//switch to reasonWithUserPricePurpose 
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maxp, purpose); 
cmpS = rsnC.reasonWithPricePurpose(minp, 

bkS = rsnB.ReasonWithUserComputer(cmpS); 

else \ 
if (price.equals("O")) { 

if (purpose == null) { 
//switch to reasonWithUserManufacturer 
cmpS = 

rsnC.reasonWithUserManufacturer(manufacturer); 
bkS = rsnB.ReasonWithUserComputer(cmpS); 

else { 
//switch to 

reasonWithUserManufacturerPurpose 
cmpS 

rsnC.reasonWithManufacturerPurpose( 
manufacturer, 
purpose); 

bkS rsnB.ReasonWithUserComputer(cmpS); 

} else \ 

reasonWithUserManufacturerPrice 

if (purpose == null) 
//switch to 

cmpS 
rsnC.reasonWithManufacturerPrice( 

manufacturer, 
minp, 
maxp); 

bkS = rsnB.ReasonWithUserComputer(cmpS); 
else { 

//switch to 
reasonWithUserManufacturerPricePurpose 

cmpS = 

rsnC.reasonWithManufacturerPricePurpose( 
manufacturer, 
minp, 
maxp, 
purpose); 

bkS rsnB.ReasonWithUserComputer(cmpS); 

//create output xml 
Document responseXML = new Documentimpl(); 
//for computer list 
Element root = responseXML.createElement("productslist"); 
responseXML.appendChild(root); 

for (Iterator it = cmpS.iterator(); it.hasNext() ;) { 
Map entryM = (Map) it.next(); 
Element subNode = responseXML.createElement( 11 laptop"); 
String comptype = 

trimString(entryM.get("computer") .toString()); 
subNode.setAttribute("type", comptype); 
root.appendChild(subNode); 

entryM.remove("computer"); 
Set keyS = entryM.keySet(); 

for (Iterator keyI = keyS.iterator(); keyI.hasNext() ;) { 
String tmpk = keyI.next() .toString(); 
Element paramsNode = responseXML.createElement(tmpk); 
subNode.appendChild(paramsNode); 
Node n = 

responseXML.createTextNode( 
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trirnString(entryM.get(trnpk) .toString(})}; 
pararnsNode.appendChild(n); 

for (Iterator bkI = bkS.iterator(); bkI.hasNext() ;) { 
Map bkM = (Map) bkI.next(); 

if (cornptype 

.equals(trirnString(bkM.get( 11 cornputer 11 ) .toString())}) 
Elernent bookNode = 

responseXML.createElernent("referencebooks"); 
subNode.appendChild(bookNode); 

Elernent bpararnsNodel = 
responseXML.createElernent("title"); 

bookNode.appendChild(bpararnsNodel); 
Node nl = 

responseXML.createTextNode( 

trirnString(bkM.get("title") .toString())); 
bpararnsNodel.appendChild(nl); 

Elernent bpararnsNode2 = 
responseXML.createElernent( 11 author 11 ); 

bookNode.appendChild(bpararnsNode2); 
Node n2 = 

responseXML.createTextNode( 

trirnString(bkM.get( 11 author 11 ) .toString())); 
bpararnsNode2.appendChild(n2); 

//for test 
// XMLSerializer ser = new XMLSerializer(Systern.out,new 

OutputForrnat(responseXML, 11 UTF-8 11
1 true)); 

true)); 

// ser.serialize(responseXML); 
//output 
StringWriter sw = new StringWriter(); 
XMLSerializer ser = 

new XMLSerializer(sw, new OutputForrnat(responseXML, "UTF-8", 

ser.serialize(responseXML); 

// locate style sheet 
org.xrnl.sax.InputSource inputXSL 

new org.xrnl.sax.InputSource( 
11 http://www.drni.usherb.ca/~li/SW/DisplayXSL.xsl 11 ); 

Il create xsl processor 
XSLProcessorirnpl xslProcessor = new XSLProcessorirnpl(); 
org.apache.xerces.parsers.SAXParser parser = 

new org.apache.xerces.parsers.SAXParser(); 
xslProcessor.setParser(parser); 
// load style sheet 
try { 

xslProcessor.loadStylesheet(inputXSL); 
catch (SAXException e) { 

Systern.out.println(e.getMessage()); 

// create an input source for the XML document 
StringReader sr= new StringReader(sw.toString()); 

org.xrnl.sax.InputSource inputXML = new org.xrnl.sax.InputSource(sr); 
OutputMethodHandlerirnpl outputMethodHandler = 

new OutputMethodHandlerirnpl(xslProcessor); 
outputMethodHandler.setDestination(new ServletDestination(resp)); 
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/** 

xslProcessor.setOutputMethodHandler(outputMethodHandler); 

try { 
xslProcessor.parse(inputXML); 

catch (SAXException e) { 
System.out.println(e.getMessage()); 

* @see javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet#void 
(javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest, javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse) 

*I 
public void doPost(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse resp) 

throws ServletException, IOException { 
this.doGet(req, resp); 

/** 
* @see javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet#void 

(javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest, javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse) 
*/ 
public void doPut(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse resp) 

throws ServletException, IOException { 

/** 
* @see javax.servlet.GenericServlet#java.lang.String () 
*/ 
public String getServletinfo() { 

return super.getServletinfo(); 

/** 
* @see javax.servlet.GenericServlet#void () 
*/ 
public void init() throws ServletException 

/** 

super.init(); 
this.SetupReasoningContext(); 

* @see java.lang.Object#java.lang.String () 
*/ 
public String toString() { 

return super.toString(); 

private String trimString(String s) { 
int pos = s.indexOf("::"); 
if (pos > O) 

s = s.substring(pos + 2); 
if (s.startsWith(" I ")) { 

s = s.substring(l, s.length() - 1); 
} 
System.out.println(s); 
return s; 

private void SetupReasoningContext() 
//set up the daml reasoner 
drc = new DamlReasoningContext(); 

_drc.setUp(); 
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//load all related KBs for the current session 
try { 

drc.loadKB(new URL(Reason.ONT CUSTOMER)) 
drc.loadKB(new URL(Reason.ONT COMPUTER)) 
drc.loadKB(new URL(Reason.KB COMPUTERl)) 

_drc.loadKB(new URL(Reason.KB_COMPUTER2)) 

System.out.println("finished loading kbs for computer 
reasoning .. 11 ) ; 

drc.loadKB(new URL(Reason.ONT BOOK)); 
drc.loadKB(new URL(Reason.KB BOOK)); 

System.out.println("finished loading kbs for book 
reasoning .. 11 ) ; 

} catch (ReasoningException e) { 
System.out.println( 

"Reasoning errer when loading KBs in servlet -- 11 

+ e.getMessage()); 
catch (IOException e) { 

System.out.println( 
"IO Errer when loading KBs in servlet -- 11 + 

e.getMessage()); 
} 

Reason.java 

/** 
* @author RR 
* * To change this generated comment edit the template variable 11 typecomment 11 : 

* Window>Preferences>Java>Templates. 
* To enable and disable the creation of type comments go to 
* Window>Preferences>Java>Code Generation. 
*/ 

import java.net.URL; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
import java.util.HashSet; 
import java.util.Iterator; 
import java.util.Map; 

import jtp.ReasoningException; 
import jtp.ReasoningStep; 
import jtp.ReasoningStepiterator; 
import jtp.context.daml.DamlReasoningContext; 
import jtp.fol.Literal; 
import jtp.fol.SubstUtils; 
import jtp.fol.Variable; 

public abstract class Reason 

public static final String RDF = 
11 http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"; 

public static final String RDFS 11 http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# 11 ; 

public static final String XSD = "http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#"; 
public static final String DAML = 11 http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil# 11 ; 

public 

public 

public 

public 

public 

static final String KB_USERl = 
11 http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-instl.daml# 11 ; 

static final String KB USER2 = 
11 http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-inst2.daml# 11 ; 

static final String KB COMPUTERl = 
11 http://www. dmi. usherb ~ca/ ~li/SW/computer-instl. daml#"; 
static final String KB COMPUTER2 = 
"http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-inst2.daml#"; 
static final String KB_BOOK 
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11 http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-inst.daml# 11 ; 

public static final String ONT CUSTOMER = 
11 http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/customer-ont.daml# 11 ; 

public static final String ONT COMPUTER= 
11 http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-ont.daml# 11 ; 

public static final String ONT_COMPUTER_COMPONENT = 
11 http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/computer-component-ont.daml# 11 ; 

public static final String ONT BOOK= 
11 http://www.dmi.usherb.ca/~li/SW/book-ont.daml# 11 ; 

protected DamlReasoningContext _drc; 
protected String query; 
protected boolean _userKBLoaded = false; 

/** 
* Constructor for Reason. 
*/ 

public Reason () 
super(); 
// drc drc; 

public HashSet askJTP(DamlReasoningContext drc, String query) 
throws ReasoningException { 
ReasoningStep rs = null; 
HashSet rslt = new HashSet(); 

ReasoningStepiterator rsi = drc.ask(query); 

//extract the query result matrix and store into Vector vs. 
while ( (rs = rsi.next ()) != null) { 

Map entry = new HashMap(); 
if (rs.getGoal() instanceof Literal) { 

Literal namelit = (Literal) rs.getGoal(); 
Literal lit= SubstUtils.deReferenceLiteral(namelit); 
Variable v; 
if (namelit.getArgs() .get(0) instanceof Variable) { 

v = (Variable) namelit.getArgs() .get(0); 
entry.put(v.getName(), lit.getArgs() .get(0)); 

else { 

} 
} else { 

v = (Variable) namelit.getArgs() .get(l); 
entry.put(v.getName(), lit.getArgs() .get(l)); 

ReasoningStep subRs = (ReasoningStep) 
rs.getSubProofs() .get(0); 

if (subRs.getGoal() instanceof Literal) 
rs = subRs; 

Map bindings jtp.rs.RSUtils.getRecursiveBindings(rs, 
null); 

Literal lrs = (Literal) rs.getGoal(); 

for (Iterator it = lrs.getArgs() .iterator(); 
it.hasNext() ;) { 

//Find the query variable and its value, 
encapsulate into an instance of Result 

bindings.get(var) .toString()); 

Variable var= (Variable) it.next(); 
entry.put(var.getName(), 

if (!rslt.contains(entry)) 
rslt.add(entry); 
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return rslt; 

public void loadUserKB(DamlReasoningContext drc, String userP) { 
//load the user's profile 
try { 

if (userP.equals("l")) { 
drc.loadKB(new URL(KB USERl)); 

else { -
drc.loadKB(new URL(KB_USER2)); 

_userKBLoaded = true; 

drc = drc; 
System.out.println("finished loading kb for user"+ userP); 

catch (Exception e) { 
System.out.println( 

"Error when loading user's KB -- "+ e.getMessage()); 

ReasonComputer .java 

/** 
* @author RR 
* * To change this generated comment edit the template variable "typecomment": 
* Window>Preferences>Java>Templates. 
* To enable and disable the creation of type comments go to 
* Window>Preferences>Java>Code Generation. 
*/ 

import java.net.URL; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
import java.util.HashSet; 
import java.util.Hashtable; 
import java.util.Iterator; 
import java.util.Map; 
import java.util.Vector; 
import java.lang.Integer; 

import jtp.ReasoningException; 
import jtp.context.daml.DamlReasoningContext; 
import jtp.disp.DispatcherUtils; 
import jtp.func.Equals; 
import jtp.func.Forin; 
import jtp.func.Greater; 
import jtp.func.Less; 
import jtp.modelim.AskingQueryProcessor; 

public class ReasonComputer extends Reason 

private boolean _mathReasonerLoaded = false; 

public ReasonComputer(DamlReasoningContext drc, String userP) { 
super(); 

if (! userKBLoaded) { 
super.loadUserKB(drc, userP); 

public HashSet reasonWithUser() { 
//function: choose the suitable computers by user's favorite in 

profile 
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//ask jtp if the user in the customer profile is a potential 
computer buyer 

query = 
"(and ( I" 

+ RDF 
+ " 1 : : type ?who I " 
+ ONT CUSTOMER 
+ " 1 : : 1 Person 1 ) ( l 11 

+ RDF 
+ "1 : : type ?who ?t)) 11 ; 

HashSet result = new HashSet(); 
try { 

result = askJTP( drc, query); 
catch (ReasoningException e) { 

System.out.println( 
"Error when reasoning -- "+ _query + e.getMessage()); 

//Decide the user's highest level requirement for computer 
String flag = this.getUserLevel(result); 

//ask for all the computers that satisfy the user's requirement by 
evaluating the computer's performance 

return this.getComputerbyLevel(flag); 

public HashSet reasonWithPurpose(String[] purp) { 
//function: choose the suitable computers by user's purposes only 

//who is the current user? 
query = 11 ( I" + RDF + "1: :type ?who 1" + ONT CUSTOMER + 

11 1 : : 1 Pers on 1 ) 11 ; 

HashSet result = new HashSet(); 
try { 

result = askJTP( drc, query); 
catch (ReasoningException e) { 

System.out.println( 
"Error when reasoning "+ _query + e.getMessage()); 

String pname = null; 
if (result.size() == 1) { 

pname = ( (Map) 
result.iterator() .next()) .get("who") .toString(); 

} else { 

} 

try 

System.err.println("user's KB is not correctly loaded! "); 

for (inti= O; i < purp.length; i++) 
if (!pname.equals(null)) { 

query = 

} 

Il ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ " 1 : : 1 forPurpose 1 " 
+ pname 
+ Il I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ "1:: l 11 

+ purp [i] 
+ 11 1) Ili 

//load the user's purpose into JTP for reasoning 
_drc.tellKifString(_query); 

catch (ReasoningException e) { 
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System.out.println( 
"Error when telling -- "+ _query + e.getMessage()); 

//ask the current user•s type (which kind of customer he is) 
_query = " ( 1" + RDF + "1: :type " + pname + " ?t) "; 

result. clear (); 
try { 

result = this.askJTP( drc, query); 
catch (ReasoningException e) { -

System.out.println( 
"Error when querying -- "+ _query + e.getMessage()); 

//a potential bug here because of the mixing of user favorite and 
user 1 s actual purpose. 

//reasonably the user 1 s purpose should have a higher priority than 
the user•s favorite, but the JTP will 

//inference all the triples existing in the memory, there is no 
way to un-load a KB. 

//the answer is not right for the user when the user chooses a low 
level purpose while he has a high level favorite. 

range 

String flag = this.getUserLevel(result); 

return this.getComputerbyLevel(flag); 

public HashSet reasonWithPrice(int min, int max) { 
//function: choose the suitable computers by user's selected price 

HashSet result = new HashSet(); 
if (!_mathReasonerLoaded) { 

//ask all the computers in the price range 
loadMathReasoners(); 
query 

"(and ( l 11 

+ RDF 
+ "1:: type ?computer 1" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ 11 1 : : 1 PersonalComputer 1 ) ( 1 " 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ "1 : : 1 hasPrice 1 ?computer ?price) ( I" 
+ RDF 
+ "I: :value ?price ?pricevalue) (> ?pricevalue 

+ min 
+ ") ( < ?pricevalue " 
+ max 
+ ") 'I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ "1:: 1 hasCPUI ?computer ?cpu) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT 
+ 11 I:: lhasCPUSpeedl ?cpu ?cpuspeed) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ 11 1 : : 1 hasRAMChip 1 ?computer ?ram) ( 1" 
+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT 
+ 11 1:: lhasRAMCapacityl ?ram ?ramcapacity) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ 11 1 : : 1 hasHarddisk 1 ?computer ?hd) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT 
+ 11 1:: lhasHDCapacityj ?hd ?hdcapacity) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ "1:: lmadeByl ?computer ?manufacturer) ( 1" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ 11 1 : : 1 hasOS 1 ?computer ?os) ( 1" 
+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT 
+ 11 1 : : 1 hasOSVersion 1 ?os ?osversion) ( I " 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ "I:: jhasIMGj ?computer ?imgurl)) "; 
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try { 
result = askJTP( drc, query); 

catch (ReasoningException e) { 
System.out.println( 

"Error when reasoning -- "+ _query + 
e.getMessage()); 

return result; 

public HashSet reasonWithPricePurpose(int min, int max, String[] purp) 
//the price has already decided the performance of computers, 

therefore purpose here is nota considerable parameter. 
return this.reasonWithPrice(min, max); 

public HashSet reasonWithUserManufacturer(String manuf) { 
//function: choose the suitable computers by user's favorite in 

profile and the selected manufacturer 

return this.getComputerbyManufacturer(this.reasonWithUser(), 
manuf); 

} 

public HashSet reasonWithManufacturerPurpose(String manuf, String[] purp) 

//function: choose the suitable computers by user's purpose and 
the selected manufacturer 

return this.getComputerbyManufacturer( 
this.reasonWithPurpose(purp), 
manuf); 

public HashSet reasonWithManufacturerPrice( 
String manuf, 
int min, 
int max) { 
HashSet result = new HashSet(); 

if (! mathReasonerLoaded) { 
loadMathReasoners(); 

query 
"(and ( l 11 

+ RDF 
+ " 1 : : type ?computer I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ " 1 : : 1 PersonalComputer 1 ) ( 1 " 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ "1:: ihasPrice 1 ?computer ?price) ( I" 
+ RDF 
+ "I ::value ?price ?pricevalue) (> ?pricevalue 

+ min 
+ 11 ) ( < ?pricevalue " 
+ max 
+ ") ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ "1:: lhasCPUI ?computer ?cpu) ( i" 
+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT 
+ "1 : : 1 hasCPUSpeed 1 ?cpu ?cpuspeed) ( 1" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ " 1 : : 1 hasRAMChip I ?computer ?ram) ( 1 " 
+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT 
+ "1:: lhasRAMCapacityl ?ram ?ramcapacity) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ " 1 : : 1 hasHarddisk 1 ?computer ?hd) ( i " 
+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT - -
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e. getMessage ()); 

+ 11 I:: lhasHDCapacityl ?hd ?hdcapacity) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ "1:: lmadeByl ?computer ?manufacturer) ( 1" 
+ RDF 
+ 11 1 ::type ?manufacturer 1 11 

+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ "1:: l 11 

+ manuf 
+ "1 l ( l 11 

+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ "1:: lhasOS I ?computer ?os) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT 
+ " 1 : : 1 hasOSVersion 1 ?os ?osversion) ( I " 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ "1:: lhasIMGI ?computer ?imgurl)) 11 ; 

System.out.println(_query); 

try { 
result = askJTP( drc, query); 

catch (ReasoningException e) { 
System.out.println( 

"Error when reasoning -- 11 + _query + 

return result; 

public HashSet reasonWithManufacturerPricePurpose( 
String manuf, 
int min, 
int max, 
String[] purp) { 
return this.reasonWithManufacturerPrice(manuf, min, max); 

public String getUserLevel(HashSet result) { 

String flag = "NotDefined"; 

for (Iterator it = result.iterator(); it.hasNext() ;) 
Map tmpM = (HashMap) it.next(); 

if (!tmpM.isEmpty()) { 
if (tmpM 

11 1 :: IBasicComputerCustomerl") 

"I:: IBasicComputerCustomerl"; 

.get ( 11 t 11 ) 

. toString () 

.equals( 11 l 11 + ONT_COMPUTER + 

&& flag.equals( 11 NotDefined 11 )) 

flag = "I" + ONT_COMPUTER + 

} else if ( 

11 1 :: IMediumComputerCustomerl") 

tmpM. get ( 11 t 11 ) • toString () . equals ( 
11 1 11 + ONT_COMPUTER + 

&& ( !flag 
.equals( 

11111 

+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ 

"I:: IAdvancedComputerCustomerl"))) { 
flag = 11 1 11 + ONT_COMPUTER + 

"I:: IMediumComputerCustomerl"; 
} else if ( 

tmpM.get( 11 t 11 ) .toString() .equals( 
Il 111 

"I:: IAdvancedComputerCustomerl")) { 

+ ONT_COMPUTER 
+ 
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"I:: IAdvancedComputerCustomerl"; 
flag "I" + ONT COMPUTER+ 

} } 

System.out.println("the user is a customer of: "+ flag); 

return flag; 

public HashSet getComputerbyLevel(Strin~ 
if ( ! flag. equals ( "NotDefined")) { 

//ask for all the computers 
performance according to the user's requirement 

query 
11 (and ( l 11 

+ ONT COMPUTER 

flag) 

which have corresponding 

+ "1:: 1 forCustomer 1 ?a " 
+ flag 
+ ") ( I" 
+ RDF 
+ " 1 : : type ?perf ? a) ( I " 

+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ 11 1:: lhasPerformancei ?cmpt ?perf))"; 

System.out.println(_query); 

HashSet result = new HashSet(); 
try { 

result = askJTP( drc, query); 
catch (ReasoningException e) { 

System.out.println( 
"Error when reasoning -- "+ _query + e.getMessage()); 

vector 

//extract the computer object 1 s name into a vector 
Vector cmptV = new Vector(); 
for (Iterator it = result.iterator(); it.hasNext();) { 

cmptV. addElement ( ( (Map) it. next ()) . get ( 11 cmpt")) ; 

result. clear () ; 
HashSet rtn = new HashSet(); 
try { 

for (inti= O; i < cmptV.size(); i++) { 
//ask for all the properties of the computer in the 

query = 
"(and ( I" 

+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ 11 I : : 1 madeBy 1 " 
+ cmptV.elementAt(i) 
+ 11 ?manufacturer) ( 1 " 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ " 1 : : 1 hasos 1 " 
+ cmptV.elementAt(i) 
+ " ?os) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT 
+ " 1 : : 1 hasOSVersion 1 ?os ?osversion) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ " 1 : : 1 hasCPU 1 " 
+ cmptV.elementAt(i) 
+ " ?cpu) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT 
+ "I :: lhasCPUSpeedl ?cpu ?cpuspeed) (I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ " 1 : : 1 hasRAMChip 1 " 
+ cmptV.elementAt(i) 
+ " ?ram) ( 1" 
+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT - -
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( I" 

( I" 

} 

+ "I:: lhasRAMCapacityl ?rarn ?rarncapacity) 

+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ " 1 : : 1 hasHarddisk 1 " 
+ crnptV.elernentAt(i) 
+ Il ?hd) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT 
+ "1:: 1 hasHDCapacity 1 ?hd ?hdcapacity) 

+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ " 1 : : 1 hasPrice 1 " 
+ crnptV.elernentAt(i) 
+ " ?price) ( I " 
+ RDF 
+ "1: :value ?price ?pricevalue) ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ " 1 : : 1 has IMG 1 " 
+ crnptV.elernentAt(i) 
+ " ? i rngur 1 ) ) " ; 

Systern.out.println(_query); 
result.clear(); 
result = askJTP(_drc, _query); 

for (Iterator it = result.iterator(); it.hasNext() ;) 

Map trnpM = (Map) it.next(); 
trnpM.put("cornputer", crnptV.elernentAt(i)); 
rtn.add(trnpM); 

catch (ReasoningException e) { 
Systern.out.println( 

"Error when reasoning - - " + _query + e. getMessage ()) ; 

return rtn; 

public HashSet getCornputerbyManufacturer(HashSet trnpS, String rnanuf) { 
HashSet rtnS = new HashSet(); 

try { 
for (Iterator it = trnpS.iterator(); it.hasNext() ;) { 

Map trnpM = (Map) it.next(); 

is true or false 
//can be substituted by asking if the full statement 

query = 

type 

rnanuf + " 1 " ) 

Il ( I" 
+ RDF 
+ Il 1: :type Il 

+ tmpM.get( 11 rnanufacturer 11 ) .toString() 
+ 11 ?rnftype) 11 ; 

Systern.out.println(_query); 

//ask if the cornputer 1 s manufacturer is the selected 

HashSet result = askJTP(_drc, _query); 

for (Iterator rnfI = result.iterator(); mfI.hasNext();) 

Map rnfM = (Map) rnfI.next(); 

if (rnfM. get ( 11 mftype 11 ) • toString () . indexOf (" I" + 

>= 0) { 
rtnS. add (tmpM); 
break; 
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} 
catch (ReasoningException e) { 

System.out.println( 
"Error when reasoning -- " + _query + e.getMessage()); 

return rtnS; 

public void loadMathReasoners() { 
try { 

//A reasoner for processing complex queries 
AskingQueryProcessor aqp = new AskingQueryProcessor(); 
_drc.add(aqp); //Add to context 

DispatcherUtils.addToDispatcher(aqp, 
_drc.getAskingDispatcher()); 

//Add basic reasoners for number comparison 
DispatcherUtils.addToDispatcher( 

new Less(), 
drc.getAskingDispatcher{)); 

DispatcherUtils.addToDispatcher( 
new Greater (), 

drc.getAskingDispatcher()); 
DispatcherUtils.addToDispatcher( 

new Equals(), 
drc.getAskingDispatcher()); 

// DispatcherUtils.addToDispatcher(new Forih(), 
_drc.getAskingDispatcher()); 

mathReasonerLoaded = true; 
catch (Exception e) { 

System.err.println("error on loading math reasoners!"); 

} 

ReasonBook.j ava 

import java.net.URL; 
import java.util.HashSet; 
import java.util.Iterator; 
import java.util.Map; 
import java.util.HashMap; 

import jtp.ReasoningException; 
import jtp.context.daml.DamlReasoningContext; 

/** 
* @author RR 
* * To change this generated comment edit the template variable 11 typecomment": 
* Window>Preferences>Java>Templates. 
* To enable and disable the creation of type comments go to 
* Window>Preferences>Java>Code Generation. 
*/ 

public class ReasonBook extends Reason { 

I** * Constructor for ReasonBook. 
*/ 

public ReasonBook() 
super(); 
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public ReasonBook(DamlReasoningContext drc, String userP) 
super(); 
drc = drc; 

// this.SetupReasoningContext(userP); 

public HashSet ReasonWithUserComputer(HashSet es) { 
/****Note***** 
* the user profile is not used in this method, as one of the 

reasoning abilities of JTP is not available. 
* therefore, the suitable books are selected only based on the os 

of those selected computers, no influence from the user's personal data. 
*/ 

HashSet rtnS = new HashSet(); 
try { 

for (Iterator it = cs.iterator(); it.hasNext() ;) 
HashSet result = new HashSet(); 
String value = ( (Map) 

it. next ()) . get ("computer") . toString () ; 

typeI.hasNext();) { 

11 1 : : 1 XPHome l 11 ) 

"I:: ILinuxl 11 ) 

11 I:: IMAc-osl 11 )) 

( 1 Il 

query 

result 

"(and ( I" 
+ ONT COMPUTER 
+ 11 1 : : 1 hasOS 1 " 
+ value 
+ " ?os) ( I" 
+ RDF 
+ "l::type ?os ?ostype))"; 

askJTP(_drc, _query); 

String ostype = null; 
for (Iterator typer= result.iterator(); 

Map tmpM = (Map) typeI.next(); 
if (tmpM 

.containsValue( 
"i" + ONT_COMPUTER_COMPONENT + 

11 tmpM.containsValue( 
Il I" 

+ ONT COMPUTER COMPONENT 
+ 11 1:: IXPProfessionall") 

II tmpM.containsValue( 
"I" + ONT_COMPUTER_COMPONENT + 

1 I tmpM.containsValue( 
"I" + ONT_COMPUTER_COMPONENT + 

ostype = tmpM.get("ostype") .toString(); 
break; 

if (!ostype.equals(null)) 
query = 

11 (and ( I" 
+ RDF 
+ 11 1 : : type ?book 1 " 
+ ONT BOOK 
+ " 1 : : 1 ComputerOSUserManual 1) ( 1" 
+ ONT BOOK 
+ 11 1:: 1 forOS 1 ?book ?bookos) ( I" 
+ RDF 
+ " 1 : : type ?bookos 11 

+ osty-pe 
+ ") ( I" 
+ ONT BOOK 
+ "1 : : 1 hasTitle 1 ?book ?title) 

+ ONT BOOK 
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+ 
"1 : : 1 hasAuthor I ?book ?author)) "; 

result.clear(); 
result = askJTP(_drc, _query); 

for (Iterator bkI = result.iterator(); bkI.hasNext();) 

Map tmpM = (Map) bkI.next(); 
tmpM.put("computer", value); 
rtnS. add (tmpM); 

catch (ReasoningException e) { 
System.out.println( 

"error when reasoning " + _query + e. getMessage ()); 

return rtnS; 

DisplayXSL.xsl 

<?xml version="l.O" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<XSl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" 

version="l.0" 
xmlns:xalan="http://xml.apache.org/xslt"> 

<xsl:template match="/"> 
<html> 

<head><title>Computer Big Sale!! !</title></head> 
<body> 
<Center> 
<h2>Suggested computers and books are ... </h2> 
<TABLE border="O" width="655" height="l88"> 

<xsl:for-each select="/productslist/laptop"> 

<xsl:sort select="pricevalue" order="ascending" data-type="number"/> 
<TR> 

<TD rowspan="3"> 

</TD> 

<xsl:element name="IMG"> 
<xsl:attribute name="src"> 
<Xsl:value-of select="imgurl"/> 
</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:element> 

<TD><b><font face="Arial" color="#OOOOOO" 
size="4"><XS1:value-of select="manufacturer"/></font></b></TD> 

<TD><b><font face="Arial" color="#OOOOOO" 
size="4"><xsl:value-of select="@type"/></font></b></TD> 

<TD>from <b><font face="Arial" color="#ffOOOO" size="4">CAD 
$<xsl:value-of select="pricevalue"/></font></b></TD> 

</TR> 
<TR><TD colspan="3"> 

</font> 

</font> 

HardDisk, </font> 

Version</font> 

<font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="cpuspeed"/>, 

<font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="ramcapacity"/> RAM, 

<font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="hdcapacity"/> 

<font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of select="osversion"/> 
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</TD> 
</TR> 
<TR><TD><b><font face="Arial"><font color="#330099 11 >Reference 

Books</font></font></b></TD></TR> 

</font> 

<xsl:for-each select="referencebooks"> 
<TR> 

<TD></TD> 
<TD colspan="2"> 
<i><font face="Arial"><XSl:value-of select="title"/> By 

<font face="Arial"><xsl:value-of 
select="author"/></font></i></TD> 

</TR> 
</xsl:for-each> 
<TR><TD colspan="4" align="center">-------*-------*-------*-------

*-------</TD></TR> 
</xsl:for-each> 

</TABLE> 
</center> 

</body> 
</html> 
</xsl:template> 
</xsl:stylesheet> 
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